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Change detection is an ability that allows intelligent agents to react

to unexpected situations. This mechanism is fundamental in providing more

autonomy to robots. It has been used in many different fields including quality

control and network intrusion. In the visual domain, however, most research

has been confined to stationary cameras and only recently have researchers

started to shift to mobile cameras.

We propose a general framework for building internal spatial models of

the visual experiences. These models are used to retrieve expectations about

visual inputs which can be compared to the actual observation in order to

identify the presence of changes. Our framework leverages the tolerance to

small view changes of optic flow and color histogram representations and a

self-organizing map to build a compact memory of camera observations. The

effectiveness of the approach is demonstrated in a walking simulation, where

spatial information and color histograms are combined to detect changes in a
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room. The location signal allows the algorithm to query the self-organizing

map for the expected color histogram and compare it to the current input.

Any deviations can be considered changes and are then localized on the input

image.

Furthermore, we show how detecting a vehicle entering or leaving the

camera’s lane can be reduced to a change detection problem. This simplifies

the problem by removing the need to track or even know about other vehi-

cles. Matching Pursuit is used to learn a compact dictionary to describe the

observed experiences. Using this approach, changes are detected when the

learned dictionary is unable to reconstruct the current input.

The human experiments presented in this dissertation support the idea

that humans build statistical models that evolve with experience. We provide

evidence that not only does this experience improve people’s behavior in 3D

environments, but also enables them to detect chromatic changes.

Mobile cameras are now part of our everyday lives, ranging from built-

in laptop cameras to cell phone cameras. The vision of this research is to

enable these devices with change detection mechanisms to solve a large class

of problems. Beyond presenting a foundation that effectively detects changes in

environments, we also show that the algorithms employed are computationally

inexpensive. The practicality of this approach is demonstrated by a partial

implementation of the algorithm on commodity hardware such as Android

mobile devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Whether the issue is detecting the presence of an abandoned suitcase

at an airport, the sudden appearance of a tiger in a forest, or a driver suddenly

veering into the lane in front of you, recognizing changes in environmental con-

ditions is very important for intelligent systems. One way to design a change

detection system in the visual domain is to recognize the presence of objects or

classes of objects in the scene. This can be done by mapping observed visual

data to a set of labeled classes (e.g. [66]). Similarly, template matching can

be used to discover the presence of certain objects (e.g. [8]) to provide event

recognition (e.g. presence of an explosive). Both of these approaches require

a large set of diverse experiences to train on and a large database to store

class descriptors and templates. The information and resources required by a

classification or template matching system may not always be available for ev-

ery instance, especially when there are particular aspects of a given scene not

captured by previous experiences. For example an object recognition visual

routine will fail if it is exposed to a scene where the orientation of the object

of interest is different than those found in the training examples [50].

Framing the change detection mechanism as a general scene segmenta-
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tion problem can be an inefficient approach in applications where the event to

be recognized occurs with low frequency and the cost of missing it is high (e.g.

underwater explosive detection [20]). In such situations, prior to classifying

a visual scene, a system should first determine if the scene contains anything

that is outside its prior experience. If it does not, then no further processing

should be required. For example, instead of looking for highly specular object

when detecting explosives on the ship’s hull, one could learn a model of the

ship’s hull containing no specular objects. In this case any scenes containing

specular objects will be detected as a deviation from the prior. This process of

ignoring familiar portions of the signal is called background subtraction, and

the discovery of any deviations is called “change detection”. A method that

is in use by the bomb squads in Afghanistan to detect terrain disturbances by

potential insurgents [44].

As another example consider a robot exploring the surface of Mars.

The distance to the Earth control center does not allow real-time communi-

cation. Therefore, to give more autonomy to the robot, it is provided with

templates of interesting visual features it should look for (e.g. surface proper-

ties of certain rocks). When these templates are found in the current visual

scene, the robot stops and allows the scientists to manually guide it to the

desired object. However, the Martian surface may contain interesting objects

that the scientists did not predict. After the Mars rovers Opportunity and

Spirit reached Mars, the scientists became interested in observing Dust Devils

on the Martian surface, a rare event. According to Tara Estlin at Jet Propul-
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sion Laboratory, the scientists resorted to luck and manual inspection of all

images sent by the rovers hoping to observe this phenomenon. To alleviate this

problem a dedicated ”Dust Devil” detection algorithm had to be sent to the

rover. This is just one example where change detection could have been used

to detect an important event that was otherwise missed. Worse yet, the robot

may come in contact with unexpected objects, which may expose it to risky

situations. If the agent is equipped with a change detection mechanism, then

it could stop and alert the operators on Earth of the new finding, potentially

sending a summary of the observation.

Change detection is useful for many other applications. In quality con-

trol, deviations from past observations could signify a faulty product [72]. In

spam filtering and intrusion detection abnormal traffic patterns can signify

an attack [52]. In medical diagnostics health conditions can be caught early

if behavioral patterns for a person deviate from previous observations [64] -

even though they may still be normal for an average person. Finally, this is a

useful tool in content summarization and compression, where compression can

either be achieved by removing all deviating content, providing the gist of the

content, or by only leaving the abnormal content for surveillance purposes.

1.1 Approach

We propose a general framework for building internal spatial models of

the visual experiences for mobile cameras. These models are used to retrieve

expectations about visual inputs which can be compared to the actual obser-
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vation in order to identify the presence of changes. This approach leverages

the tolerance to small view changes of color histogram representations and

a self-organizing map to build a compact memory of observations. Combin-

ing spatial information and color histograms allows the algorithm to query

the self-organizing map for the expected color histogram and compare it to

the current input. Any deviations can be considered changes and are then

localized on the input image.

Furthermore, through the use of optic flow and independent component

analysis we show that detecting a vehicle entering or leaving the camera’s lane

can be reduced to a change detection problem. This simplifies the problem

by removing the need to track or even know about other vehicles. Matching

Pursuit is used to learn a compact dictionary to describe the observed expe-

riences. Using this method, changes are detected when the learned dictionary

is unable to reconstruct the current input.

1.2 Change Detection Background

Some of the research on change detection has focused on stationary

cameras [59, 6, 48]. Stauffer and Grimson [59] for instance, modeled each

pixel using a mixture of Gaussian. This allowed their algorithm to ignore

repetitive dynamics (e.g. a tree blowing in the wind), and localize unexpected

fast dynamics (e.g. a car moving on the road). The stationary cameras have

had most success as they are easier to work with. However, stationary cameras

have a number of shortfalls. First, they are expensive to deploy. A large city
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like London struggles to maintain its CCTV system [60]. In Los Angeles

the police department struggles to maintain the three dozen cameras they

purchased [4].

Second, the stream of information that a large system of stationary

cameras provide is huge [31], requiring large bandwidth to support. The afore-

mentioned CCTV cameras only assist in solving one crime per every 1000 cam-

eras and currently the system requires post-hoc analysis to solve crimes [23].

The bandwidth requirements are there despite many cameras not being use-

ful. The amount of information also leads to a problem called information

overload [57], which refers to a difficulty in making decisions or understanding

a situation when too much information is present. Furthermore, stationary

cameras do not always provide the information needed (e.g. optic flow from

a front facing car camera) and in some environments placing a large number

of cameras is impossible (e.g. Afghan desert). Finally, with increased system

complexity, the reliability of that system decreases.

Mobile cameras can alleviate some of these issues. A few autonomous

systems can patrol specific areas of an environment, learn the normal statis-

tics and alert operators when the observations deviate from previous expe-

riences. It is also important to note that non-stationary cameras are now

cheap and ubiquitous as they are embedded, for example, in most modern

laptops and cellphones. Since, most serious crimes and situations occur to

people, it is valuable to exploit these devices. For instance, iOnRoad (http:

//www.ionroad.com/), a simple Smart Phone App, lets drivers know when they
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are getting too close to cars in front of them.

Researchers have examined some applications where algorithms pro-

cessed videos (i.e. the world moved around the camera). Pickup and Zisser-

man [49], for instance, designed a change detection algorithm to detect when

movies contained continuity errors (e.g. a new phone is present on a desk

after a scene cut). By exploiting the finite length of film as well as filming and

editing techniques, they were able to detect inconsistencies in movies such as

Love Actually and Fifth Element not previously found by movie fans.

1.3 Contributions of this Research

The goals of this interdisciplinary research falls into two main cate-

gories. First, it outlines a foundation for implementing change detection on

mobile cameras. Cameras were chosen due to their availability and also be-

cause vision provides a versatile signal that can be used in many different ap-

plications. The second goal of this work is to find human behavioral evidence

for this mechanism. If change detection is an important element of intelligent

systems, then it should be found in one of the most intelligent systems known

to exist.

1.3.1 Computational Models

This work describes and evaluates two computational models for change

detection, and provides a number of useful techniques for enabling the change

detection mechanism on mobile cameras.
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1. The first model leverages the fact that many applications for robots are

constrained to a small number of environments. There is great value

in building internal models for environment in which repeated interac-

tions are expected. In this work these internal models take the form of

visuo-spatial memory, that stores agent’s location along with visual in-

put to provide expectations in future interactions. The compact memory,

generated by a self-organizing algorithm called Growing Neural Gas, is

indexed into by the current location to retrieve the expected visual input

that is then compared to the currently observation. Context dependent

memory, such as this, is important as it differentiates specific instances

of visual input from average instances of visual input. This idea can be

applied to other domains as well (e.g. time of day).

2. The second model solves the change detection problem when the camera

is fixed to a car, a highly dynamic situation. The model uses the ob-

servation that the optic flow caused by self motion in driving tasks has

a distinct pattern. We first hard-code this prior and show that devia-

tions from this prior can be used to reliably detect when other cars enter

or leave the camera’s lane. Later, independent component analysis, ap-

proximated by a greedy algorithm called Matching Pursuit, will be used

to learn the regular patterns for optic flow, relaxing the dependence on

a hard-coded prior.

3. The visual features used for these models have to overcome the view vari-

ance problem present in mobile cameras. This work examines two differ-
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ent and easily computable visual features that exhibit this tolerance to

small view changes. In walking, the sway and imprecision of actuators

make it impossible to observe the same exact scene in the same way more

than once. Color histograms overcome this problem by tolerating vari-

ances that arise due to slight differences in view. In driving, optic flow

will be used, because despite the large amount of dynamics present in

the visual field, the motion of the pixels on the camera is quite regular.

4. To test some of these ideas an original virtual environment was created.

Virtual reality provides a controlled method for evaluating performance

of algorithms. Furthermore, this environment can be used to compare

the output of these algorithms to the behavior of human subjects.

5. The combination of these components creates a solution that achieves

low computational and storage costs. Mobile robots are limited in the

amount of available resources. This is especially true in the case of smart

sensors, where sensors themselves will be responsible for carrying out the

change detection computations. Spirit, a mobile robot sent to Mars has

the processing power of a 20 MHz CPU and 384 MB of memory. The

robot replacing it, Curiosity, has upgraded those to just two 200 MHz

CPUs and 2 GB of memory, far below consumer grade clock speeds and

storage capacities. If change detection is to be used in smart sensors,

then the algorithm should be able to handle the dataflow in real time.

Besides, the simpler the algorithm the more room available for hardware
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simplification thus increasing the overall reliability of the system. With

a multitude of sensors even a small contribution of reliability from each

will result in a significant amount of total reliability.

6. The development of these models demonstrate how the statistics of the

environment can be learned online while providing a straight forward

mechanism to incorporate new data after the environment undergoes

changes.

To test the practicality of these ideas we evaluate a partially functional

prototype that runs on two Android devices, a cell phone and a tablet, as

well as inside a Matlab environment on a PC. The fact that robust change

detection algorithm can be implemented on a commonly used Android mobile

devices demonstrates the value of these concepts. The performance will be

evaluated to provide insight on how to optimize future implementations.

1.3.2 Human evidence

This thesis also presents the design and preliminary results of two hu-

man experiments. This required the following tools:

1. A virtual apartment in which the behavior of the human test subjects

could be evaluated. This apartment model, constructed using an archi-

tectural software package, contained three rooms - kitchen, bathroom,

and bedroom - and a number of objects (e.g. lamps, furniture, etc.). The

idea behind this environment is that human test subjects are more likely
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to act naturally in this setting, because they already have a conceptual

model of apartments. To encourage subjects to learn the model of this

particular environment they were asked to touch virtual objects.

2. The human reaction to lane changes of oncoming cars was measured in

a virtual driving environment. This environment was constructed using

tools purchased from the National Advanced Driving Simulator, and

provided a realistic setting for testing the effects of optic flow on human

behavior. While driving human test subjects observed multiple oncoming

cars in the far lane. A small subset of these cars changed lanes, which

brought them closer to the driver. Different optic flow patterns were

generated by having some of the cars change lanes quicker than others.

3. These experiments produced a large amount of data. The virtual apart-

ment produced a dataset containing 1,141,648 frames, which were then

segmented into 63,272 eye fixations. To analyze this much data an

automated fixation labeling software had to be created. This software

has shown the feasibility of running these types of large scale behavioral

experiments.

These environments and software were used to gather evidence for the

following:

1. Humans learn spatial models of immersive environments, such as the vir-

tual apartment used in the first experiment. They get better at path

planning and quicker at locating objects once they appear in view.
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2. Humans are sensitive to chromatic changes made to familiar environments.

Subjects explored the environment for approximately 60 minutes. Near

the end of the experiment the color of some objects was changed. This

evoked behavioral changes in human fixation patterns.

3. At least some of human eye fixation patterns can be explained by the

optic flow model. Test subjects were more likely to fixate an oncoming

car that was changing lanes quickly than those that were slower.

The goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate how robust and depend-

able change detection algorithms should be designed. The design and results

of human experiments provide a starting point for exploring the human ability

to detect changes. Experimental results provide further ideas about improving

and expanding upon this work.

1.4 Summary of the Chapters

The next chapter will discuss previous work on change detection and

view invariant features. Chapter 3 will describe the components and how they

were used in constructing the solution. In Chapter 4, it will be demonstrated

through simulation results that these ideas have practical value. The design

and preliminary results of human experiments will be discussed in Chapter 5.

The Android and Matlab implementations will be shown in Chapter 6. Chap-

ters 7 and 8 suggests future directions and conclude this dissertation respec-

tively.
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Chapter 2

Background

Much research has been dedicated to studying and developing change

detection mechanisms. Some works discuss computational methods for change

detection and provide examples of applications. Others attempt to investigate

this mechanism in humans, with the hope of uncovering how such a function

works in a complex world. Regardless of which approach is taken the question

remains the same; how can an intelligent system operating in the real world

overcome the information overload problem. The first section of this chapter

will discuss some of the proposed computational models, while the second will

cover what has been learned from humans.

Beyond using change detection for building models of the visual en-

vironment for future reference, some work will be presented on how change

detection can be used to detect rare and important events while driving. In

driving information gathering is time-constrained, and necessitates light weight

algorithms for reacting to unexpected situations. In particular, the problem

of detecting events where a car in front of the camera is changing into or out

of the camera’s lane will be examined. The last two sections of this chapter

explore the current techniques for camera-based lane change detection and
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evidence for why optic flow is an appropriate representation for solving this

problem.

2.1 Change Detection

Due to its application in robotics and image processing, change de-

tection in video images is an active research area. One approach to detect

changes is to generate a model of a scene and use image subtraction to de-

tect deviations. Stauffer and Grimson [59] proposed modeling every pixel, and

color channel, using a mixture of Gaussians. This model is updated over time,

to deal with changes in viewing conditions. In mobile cameras this approach

would confuse the motion of the camera with dynamic events in the world

making it mainly useful for fixed camera surveillance (e.g. [48]).

However, Liem et al. [33] were able to use the above technique for a

mobile camera. Their approach combined several algorithms to make a Sony

ABIO robot follow a person. To overcome the confusion mentioned above, the

robot would periodically halt and learn a model for the current view. Their

approach worked well because they were interested in identifying moving pixels

(i.e. people), or pixels that the background model was unable to learn well.

These pixels were then used by a dedicated people tracking algorithm. This

solution relies on the fact that the location of a person is more dynamic than

the change in the background, but a more general approach would detect the

presence of a person even if they were sitting motionless.

Pickup and Zisserman [49] created an algorithm for detecting conti-
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nuity errors in films. Their design leveraged knowledge of how movies are

edited, and the fact that scenes often contain people. Frames were clustered

via color histograms and registered with each other based on sequence order.

Pixels containing changes not caused by an actor’s movements were classified

as changed. While successful, this approach relies on the fact that films are

finite in length and can be processed offline, which is not a general-purpose

solution for mobile cameras.

Boiman and Irani’s [5] work treated the process of background mod-

eling like a jigsaw puzzle and used prior knowledge of spatial configurations.

Training examples provided the model with the available ”puzzle pieces” and

knowledge of their likely spatial layout. The learned templates were then used

to reconstruct novel images. Portions of the images not explained by these tem-

plates were considered novel. While this method works well, its performance

is linear with the number of templates used and the growth of templates is

quite rapid. Furthermore, this approach is more suited for novelty detection

than general change detection, since it is not clear how well it would perform

if an object it has seen is moved from one location to another.

Itti and Baldi [2] have proposed a Bayesian approach for detecting devi-

ations in visual representations. Their model calculates salience (i.e. contrast

within a visual feature channel) across several image features over space and

time. They measured deviations within the recent input to these channels

via the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between the prior distribution of

features and the posterior distribution of current features. Their methodology
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has had some success predicting human eye movement behavior, but is lim-

ited to short time scales and does not incorporate long-term visual or spatial

knowledge. They also had to specify the underlying distribution a priori.

Gatsoulis et al. [16] identified novel static images based on the responses

of self-organizing map, which was trained on histograms of SURF [3] descrip-

tors. If the image was classified into multiple classes or was too different from

all of them, then it was labeled as novel. Although we use a similar idea, we

apply it to a more complex input: images collected from a mobile camera.

Theirs is also an appearance based method, where the model attempts to gen-

eralize across many examples of similar objects. Our method detects changes

even when an already observed object is moved to a new location. Finally, our

model overcomes one of the limitations mentioned in their paper, by using a

growing memory structure rather than a fixed one.

Suzuki et al. [61] created a robot that uses novelty detection to find

news stories. In their solution the input image is divided into 20 vertical

strips and ColorSURF [17] features are calculated for each of them. The envi-

ronment model, generated offline, uses a stochastic model called Non-uniform

Hidden Markov Model (NHMM) that explicitly accounts for the temporal non-

uniformity in input acquisition. For example, a robot standing still for some

time will collect many observations. This would normally reduce the prob-

ability of any other model in a mixed-model approach. The spatial location

coordinates associated with each image are divided into a grid and these en-

vironmental models are binned based on the location of where their training
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data was acquired. When operating, the robot indexes into this grid and fol-

lows the stored NHMMs. Each vertical strip of an image is compared with

the state estimate and if a novelty is detected, the robot rotates the camera

such that the novel vertical strip is in the center. The robot then approaches

the target, searches for any nearby humans, asks them what the change is,

and posts their answer on twitter. Using change detection to discover news

stories is a great example of how novelty detection can be used for practi-

cal applications. Furthermore, their results showed that ColorSURF performs

only slightly better than color histograms, a feature used in the present work.

However, our approach implicitly accounts for the temporal non-uniformity.

This is done by using a bounded cache to store less observed examples and

training the algorithm on those examples after a number of training passes.

This effectively makes the sampling distribution uniform. Furthermore, the

memory used in our approach is trained online and can easily incorporate

changed information to avoid future detection. Finally, by binning the models

into a grid of locations, their approach might occasionally produce duplicate

models if, for example, the observations do not change dramatically across

multiple grid locations. The approach presented in this thesis accounts for the

variance in the input.

Sofman et al. [58] have also recognized the importance of a change

detection mechanism in autonomous mobile robots that repeatedly interact

with the same environments. They demonstrated how an outdoor military

robot can use change detection to avoid crashing into obstacles. The features
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are calculated using a Ladar and a camera system to analyze color, position,

density, and point cloud distributions of the environment. These features are

then transformed into a large variety of higher level features (e.g. normalized

difference of vegetation index and surface normals) for each cloud point, called

voxels. The voxels are grouped together, using a clever image segmentation

technique. Each voxel is compared to all stored examples, using a Gaussian

kernel, of non-novelty and if the similarity is below a threshold, the voxel is

considered novel. Segments with more than some threshold of novel voxels are

treated as evidence for change.

Our solution to this problem is different. Sofman et. al., calculate a

function that classifies input as novel or not-novel, whereas the work described

in this thesis determines novelty by comparing the reconstruction of a scene

with the current input. Furthermore, they are mostly interested in appearance-

based change detection. For example, if a barrel has already been seen before

then it should not be considered novel again, even if it is found in a new

location. We learn a model for each location independently and would treat

the addition of a barrel as novelty. Finally, we use color histograms and optic

flow to create a signature for a scene that is view invariant, removing the need

to segment images and examining each pixel independently.

Markou and Signh [39, 40] provide more examples of change detection

and its applications in a pair of surveys they wrote.

With the exception of the work by Sofman et. al, the solutions above

achieve their success by either exploiting problem constraints or using a fixed
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camera. In contrast, we attempt to provide a general mechanism for change

detection that a mobile agent can use to simplify its interaction with a 3D

environment. Our work could enhance Boiman and Irani’s work [5], as our

use of spatial context could provide a limit on the size of the database at any

particular location.

Unlike most of the authors of the previous research, we focus on change

detection from an embodied perspective, i.e. data from a camera attached to a

mobile robot or a human. We propose that in such situations change detection

can be aided by the assumptions that 1) autonomous agents spend most time

in specific environments performing specific tasks, 2) therefore they can afford

to learn specific models of these environments’ visual and spatial content over

time and 3) the representations they use must have a high degree of view

invariance.

2.2 Change Detection in Humans

There have been numerous studies on how humans learn models of

their environment and their sensitivity to changes. Examining one of the most

versatile visual systems can inspire future models. This section explores some

different aspects of this research and is related to the human experiments

described in Section 5.

Change detection mechanisms rely on the availability of models of the

environment. Machine learning techniques enable artificial agents to build such

models. However, there is conflicting evidence in human studies regarding the
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use of memory. Horowitz and Wolfe [22] have argued that when searching for

objects people do not rely on memory as it is too slow. Droll and Hayhoe [10]

also demonstrated that people are task focused, using the environment as their

memory. Kunar et al.[32] suggested that the presence of memory depends on

the complexity of the scene. By constraining the position of search targets

to a small number of locations, people’s search performance did not decrease

with the number of distractors, demonstrating higher reliance on memory of

possible positions. Similarly Võ and Wolfe [68] have shown that subjects are

faster at finding objects they have searched for before, but not for objects that

were incidentally fixated, which supports the conclusion that memory is task

dependent.

There is similarly contradictory evidence in the field of change detec-

tion. Hollingworth and Henderson [21] experimentally showed that humans

are often very bad at detecting changes. In their experiment a 3D model of a

room was rotated (1◦ every 580 ms) on a computer screen. Each rotation was

separated by an 80 ms pattern mask. Half the participants failed to notice

rotations as large as 31◦ and three subjects failed to notice any change.

Matsukura et al. [42], on the other hand, demonstrated that people are

sensitive to color changes. Human subjects were presented with an image that

either had a new object added or an existing object was re-painted (maintain-

ing realism) after 5 s of viewing time. The changes were performed during a

saccade, a time when the visual system is not acquiring information. After

the change, people fixated the objects that had their color changed on 33% of
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the trials (within two fixations), even if that object was not the target of a

search, approximately the same proportion of time as when a new objects was

fixated.

All of the prior work suggests that complexity and task relevance is

important when humans build models and for facilitating change detection.

However, no study attempted to investigate this question by immersing a

human subject in a 3D environment. We developed an environment and a

paradigm for exploring this question in a virtual reality environment. Our

preliminary results support the conclusions of [68] by showing that an object

needs to be task relevant to be incorporated into an internal model.

2.3 Lane change detection

Detecting when other drivers change their behavior is important in or-

der to predict how that will effect the camera’s vehicle. Since decision making

in driving is time sensitive, it is important to create assistive devices that can

alert the driver to newly developing situations. During the year 1991 and 1999

there were over 400,000 car crashes caused by a vehicle moving into another

vehicles lane [69, 56]. In a field study Olsen reported that only 64% of drivers

used a signal at the beginning of a lane change maneuver [45]. These accidents

caused property damage, fatal and non-fatal injuries, as well as interruption

in the flow of traffic.

There has been much research focused on detecting when the driver

starts to switch driving lanes by observing the driver (e.g. [54, 19]) or by
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generating a model of the road (e.g. [1]). These approaches could help alert

the driver or even prevent the lane change in dangerous situations, such as

when there is a car in the driver’s blind spot. However, we are interested in

detecting when a vehicle in an adjacent lane changes into the driver’s lane. In

this case the danger cannot be determined by having a model of a driver.

This particular situation has also received some attention from the

research community. Weiss et al. [71], for example, fused information from

laser scanner, long range radar and a camera to build an environmental model

of all surrounding vehicles. Markov model and Kalman filters are used to

calculate the probability distribution across two special purpose models. The

first model recognizes lane change maneuvers (i.e. lateral motion). The second

model is coupled with the yaw of the road and is in charge of recognizing

when the motion is consistent with lane keeping (i.e. a turn in the road). The

system assumes lane detection if the probability of the first model exceeds the

probability of the second.

Rad and Jamzad [51] used a stationary traffic camera and the previously

described change detection algorithm of Stauffer and Grimson [59] to detect

vehicles on the road. Their approach was able to accurately classify vehicles

as well as identify driving behavior (e.g. lane changes). Presumably, such

a system could provide a warning of lane changes to vehicles equipped with

wireless communication devices, however, as previously discussed, the cost of

deploying such a system is high. Also, the complexity of implementing such a

system for detecting car-centric events is prohibitive.
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Liu et al. [35] proposed a purely camera based car tracking and detec-

tion routine. The tracking was initialized by using the shadows underneath

the vehicles, combined with edge detection. Once located the vehicles were

tracked individually using motion estimation. This approach is more robust

than the approach of Weiss et. al. in conditions where lane markers are not

available and lanes cannot be modeled. The use of shadows limits this ap-

proach to daytime. O’Malley et al. [46] solved this by tracking the red tail

lights on cars.

The car tracking approaches described above, rely on specially coded

models or knowledge of the the situation. They also require quite a bit of pro-

cessing. The system proposed by Weiss et. al., for example requires the fusing

of multiple data sources. Finally, these approaches cannot detect situations

that were not explicitly modeled.

Instead of this explicit tracking approach, we propose using a feature

that is stable despite the highly dynamic environment experienced while driv-

ing in combination with change detection to solve this problem. We observed

that during driving the majority of motion is forward, which results in a ra-

dial distribution of optic flow vectors. This becomes the background for a

background subtraction routine that detects any deviations from this prior.

Passing vehicles are ignored since they either move with the radial flow or

exactly opposite to it.
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2.4 Optic Flow

Optic flow is useful for tracking objects in dynamic environments. It

has been shown that human gaze is attracted to motion - although it is more

sensitive to changes [27]. The power of optic flow lies in that optic flow is not

as variable as other features during driving.

An experiment done by Warren and Rushton [70] showed that when

moving, humans use global optic flow information to make decisions about

local motion. In that experiments a dot moved straight down and test subjects

were asked to indicate the perceived direction of its motion. When presented

with a global radial flow (i.e. camera moving forward), the subjects perceived

the dot moving at an angle. This perception remained even if only half the

screen contained the radial optic flow and the dot was falling on a completely

black background. The model, presented in this thesis, uses a similar idea to

detect when a car enters or leaves the camera’s lane. By learning the normal

global optic flow patterns it detects disturbances caused by local motion.

Talukder and Mattheis [63] used a pair of cameras, attached to a mo-

bile platform, and dense optic flow fields to track moving objects. Egomotion

estimates were subtracted from the currently observed scene. Any remaining

optic flow was considered to belong to other dynamic objects. Disparity maps

and correlations between dense optic flow vectors were used for noise reduc-

tion. While driving the self-generated optic flow is predictable and therefore

egomotion estimates are not required, thus simplifying this model. It will also

be shown that for the task of lane change detection a single camera and sparse
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optic flow are sufficient.

Pantilie et al. [47] used a similar technique to detect obstacles at road

intersections. In this situation the camera is stationary while the obstacles

are in motion. To overcome the problem that objects further away are rep-

resented by fewer pixels, the objects were placed into a log-polar occupancy

grid. Although the task being solved in this thesis is different, we also use

the log-polar representation in order to detect lane change events occurring

further from the camera.

While studies described in this and previous sections are of great value

we found that they have shortcomings we worked to overcome. Either they

work within rigid constraints or require large computational resources thus

making any implementation of general-purpose change detection mechanism

difficult. Our work proposes an inexpensive mechanism that is capable of

detecting changes in a broad variety of situations and environments.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter discusses the representations and learning algorithms used

in our implementation of change detection. The choice of representations, dis-

cussed in the first two subsections, was driven by the view invariance con-

straint. Both choices utilize pixel level attributes: color and motion. The next

two subsections discuss the learning algorithms used to learn the distribution

of these representations in specific environments. The final section discusses

how color histograms can be used to localize changes when deviations are

detected.

3.1 Color Histograms

RGB Color histograms provide scene specific signatures that are largely

view and resolution independent [62]. This makes them a great choice for

change detection. It should be noted that this is mainly true for indoor en-

vironments, with mostly artificial lighting. In other conditions other color

spaces might be more appropriate (e.g. HSV). The only requirement is that

whatever feature is chosen it should be an attribute of a pixel rather than a

group of pixels (e.g. edge orientation), as that provides most view tolerance.
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The advantage of ignoring spatial distribution of pixels in an image is also a

disadvantage, in that localizing where the change occurs becomes more diffi-

cult. The last subsection of this chapter, however, will demonstrate that some

of this information can be recovered. The representation acquisition process

begins by first blurring the image to remove high frequencies and reduce noise.

After transforming a scene (Figure 1a) to a histogram (R,G,B) (Figure 1b),

the bin counts become dominated by the colors of large objects in the scene

(e.g. walls and floor). This is prevents the change detection mechanism from

successfully detecting when there is a change in the small bin counts, since

there are less pixels to change. To equalize the weight of all the bins the

histograms bins were logged (Figure 1c).

Figure 3.1: Outline of image processing steps. First, the input image (a) is
blurred (to reduce high frequencies) and transformed into a color histogram
of 10x10x10 bins (b). The log of the histogram counts is taken to reduce the
weight of the larger bins (c).

3.2 Localization of Changes

There are two ways in which two histograms can be compared together.

First a global deviation metric can be measured using a KLD (as was done
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in [2]):

DKL(P‖Q) =
∑
i

P (i) log
P (i)

Q(i)
(3.1)

where P is the expected histogram and Q is the input histogram.

This metric can be used to alert an operator that a change has been

detected. The second comparison is done at the bin level.

dh =
min(Ih, wh)

max(Ih, wh)
(3.2)

In this equation each bin, h, of the input histogram, I, is compared to the

corresponding bin of the expected histogram, w. Each pixel in the image

can then be replaced by to create a map of salient regions (see 3.2a). High

frequencies in images (i.e. edges) produce high dh because of color mixing.

This noise is removed by isolating only large blobs (of λ or more pixels), of

large deviations (> τ) (see 3.2b). This process is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pixel highlighting function

1: procedure Highlight(I:[Ix, Iθ, Ih], w:[wx, wθ, wh], P: original input im-
age)

2: dh ← min(Ih, wh)/max(Ih, wh)
3: if dh < τ then
4: L← pixels of P that map to dh
5: Set all regions in L of size λ or more green
6: . Updating P
7: end if
8: return P . P containing green pixels
9: end procedure
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Figure 3.2: Example of localizing change in the input image. The marked
objects were moved to the new location shown in these images. a) The change
map labeled per Equation 3.2. b) Using Algorithm 1 the map in a) is filtered
and the final pixels of interest are colored green.

3.2.1 Stationary Cameras

The ability to detect changed regions in an image from a movable cam-

era should also work reasonably well for stationary cameras. Algorithm 1 can

be improved to take advantage of the constrains imposed by this situation.

In particular, since very few color histograms templates are needed (some-

times one is enough) it is reasonable to store the input image used to generate

template color histogram as well. Subtracting the input histogram, Hi, from

the reference histogram, Hr, provides the color signature of the change, Hd.
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(a) Reference image (b) Input image (c) Change map

(d) Adaptive Thresholding (e) Ground Truth

Figure 3.3: A demonstration of the algorithm. The histogram of the refer-
ence image (a) is compared with the histogram of the input image (b). (c)
Detected changes. (d) Thresholded and filtered change map, which captures
the majority of the actual change (e).

The bins of Hd containing positive counts, Ht, represent the signature of the

newly added object and the bins containing negative values, Hb, represent the

missing background. As before, log of every bin is taken to ensure each bin

has equal weight. The change map for the change in the background colors

can be generated by finding all the pixels in the reference image (Figure 3.3a),

stored along with the reference histogram, where the colors of Hb are found.

The same process is repeated for the input image (Figure 3.3b) using Ht as

the target color signature. The areas where the two change maps overlap pro-

vide the most likely location of changed pixels (Figure 3.3c). This process is

summarized in Algorithm 2.

Each pixel in the combined change map represents the probability of
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Algorithm 2 Find Change Map

1: procedure ChangeMap(Hr: Ref. Hist., Hi: Input Hist., Pr: Ref. Im-
age, Pi: Input Image)

2: Hd ← Hi −Hr

3: Ht ← positive(Hd) . signature of added object
4: Hb ← negative(Hd) . sig. of missing backgrnd
5: Hi ← log(Hi), Hr ← log(Hr)
6: Ht ← log(Ht), Hb ← log(Hb)
7: changeh ← Ht/ Hi

8: changeMap1← pixels of Pr that map to changeh
9: changeh ← Hb/ Hr

10: changeMap2← pixels of Pi that map to changeh
11: changeMap← changeMap1× changeMap2
12: changeMap← downSample(changeMap, 3)
13: return ChangeMap
14: end procedure

that pixel belonging to a new object. To reduce noise, the change map is

thresholded at probability τ . The algorithm then identifies all the connected

components that have a size greater than two standard deviations from the

mean of all connected components’ sizes. This adaptive selection of large

connected components can capture large objects and small objects as well.

If no large connected components are found, τ is reduced by 0.1 and the

same procedure is repeated until a large connected component is found or τ

reaches zero (Figure 3.3d). To improve pixel level performance the edges of

the components are smoothed and any holes inside the detected area are filled

(Algorithm 3).

This approach takes advantage of the limited variation in the input

stream, while still allowing for small jitter in camera’s position and dynamically
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Algorithm 3 Change detection using dynamic τ

1: procedure ChangeDetection(Hr: Ref. Hist., Hi: Input Hist., Pr:
Ref. Image, Pi: Input Image)

2: changeMap = ChangeMap(Hr, Hi, Pr, Pi)
3: τ ← .8
4: repeat
5: bw ← threashold(changeMap, τ)
6: cc← list of all connected components in bw
7: C ← {cci | |cci| > mean(cc) + 2 ∗ stdev(cc)}
8: τ = τ − 0.1
9: until |C| > 0 or τ = 0

10: C ← smoothEdges(C)
11: C ← fillHoles(C)
12: return C . Set of changed pixels
13: end procedure

changing backgrounds (e.g. moving trees). To cope with changes in lighting,

multiple histograms and reference images are required.

3.3 Optic Flow

Similar to color, optic flow, which tracks the motion of a pixel between

frames, is a pixel level attribute. For a mobile camera, parts of the optic

flow are caused by self-motion through the environment. Furthermore, not all

motion should be considered important. Therefore, having a statistical model

of the pixel flow can allow the camera to detect when an important movement

is occurring in its field of view. This feature set was chosen to detect specific

events in driving situations. Specifically, the motion experienced by a camera

fixed to a car is dominated by forward motion. In this situation the optic
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flow due to self-motion radiates from a point into which the camera is moving,

called focus of expansion (FOE). Furthermore, any object moving parallel to

the camera creates an optic flow that either radiates from FOE, if moving

faster than the camera, or from the FOE, if the object is slower.

These properties are very important in driving, because there is lots of

motion due to scenery or cars in other lanes. However, the important event

in driving is that which puts the vehicle in danger, and that means another

car has to move sideways. This is statistically different from radial flow (see

Figure 3.4).

To correct for lateral motion four rectangular regions in one of the input

frames are chosen and are then used as templates in a template matching

algorithm in the second image. The centers of the four regions are averaged in

both the first and second image and then the second image is shifted by the

difference between these centers (Equation 3.4). Figure 5 shows an example

of this process. After the second frame is translated, by D(t), optic flow is

calculated (Figure 3.5b). x′

y′

1

 =

 x
y
1

+D(t) (3.3)

D(t) = D(t− 1) + κ ∗

( 4∑
i=0

Ti,t −
4∑
i=0

Ti,t−1

4
−D(t− 1)

)
(3.4)

where Ti,j is the center of the location matched by ith template in frame at

time j and κ is a smoothing parameter.
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Figure 3.4: Example of a car entering the camera’s lane. a) In Cartesian space
most of the optic flow is radiating from a single point, the focus of expansion
(approximately the yellow dot on the screen). The car that is changing lanes
deviates from this expectation. b) In log polar coordinates (centered on the
yellow dot in (a)) the radial flow mostly becomes horizontal lines. The car
changing lanes is readily detectable as a cluster of lines (yellow circle) with
large slopes. Before the assumption of radial flow is correct, however, lateral
motion needs to be removed. This is a problem, because in the real world
the car is driving on a textured surface which introduces noise into the optic
flow in the form of lateral motion and camera rotation. Also, minor steering
corrections also introduces the same noise (see Figure 3.5a). For our purposes
we assumed that the rotation did not introduce large noise.

At this point it is convenient to transform the optic flow vectors from

Cartesian space to log polar space. This is useful for two reasons. First, the in

polar representation radial flow is represented by horizontal lines, which makes

deviations easy to detect. Second, the taking the log of the vectors equalize

the vectors near the FOE, which are short, with the vectors at the edges,

where pixels move the most. The following formula was used to transform

(x, y) coordinates into log polar space:
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(a) Optic flow of unaligned frames (b) Optic flow of aligned frames

(c) Log-Polar Representation

Figure 3.5: Illustration of optic flow in different conditions. a) No correction
for lateral motion. b) Optic flow after correction for lateral motion. c) the
optic flow in (b) is transformed into log polar coordinates.

r = 40 ∗ log(
√
x2 + y2)

θ =
256 ∗ arctan (x, y)

2π
(3.5)

where x and y are the horizontal, x = Px−FOEx, and vertical, y = Py−FOEy,

respectively, from the focus of expansion. The dependence of the previous for-
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Figure 3.6: The four templates in frame i are located in frame i + 1 using
a template matching algorithm. The average of the centers is calculated for
both frames and frame i+ 1 is translated according to the difference between
these averages.

mula on FOE(x, y) requires knowledge which is not directly available (e.g. the

camera is not facing directly into the FOE). Since there is a strong assumption

that most of the flow is radial, this coordinate can be calculated by averaging

the intersection points of all the optic flow vectors. To avoid noisy estimates

the FOE(x, y) is updated as follows:

FOEnew = FOEprev + α(FOEcurr − FOEprev) (3.6)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is the smoothing parameter that controls noise tolerance. The

entire process is summarized in Figure 3.7, and the optic flow produced by it

is shown in Figure 3.5c.
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Figure 3.7: Steps involved in generating optic flow features.

3.4 Outlier Detection

In our model, we detect outlier optic log-polar flow values by tagging

vectors that have slopes greater than an empirically determined threshold, τ .

To achieve robust detection in the presence of noise a couple of pre-processing

steps were taken. First, flow vectors in Cartesian space that are less than

λmin or greater than λmax are removed. Second an abnormal flow vector is

only considered as a signal if there is at least one more above threshold vector

within a f(r) pixel radius to it (in the log-polar representation). Since the

resolution decreases as r increases, f(r) is defined as

f(r) = φ ∗ (1− r)β (3.7)
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where r was normalized to be between 0 and 1, and φ and β are adjustable

parameters to control the falloff. Third, since we know the region we are

interested in, the region in which abnormal flow vectors are examined in a

trapezoid covering the camera’s lane (the region defined by the yellow dashed

lines in Figure 14). Finally, an accumulator function, V(t), was used to remove

noise due to misalignment, poor FOE estimate, or bad optic flow estimation.

This function is defined as:

V (t) =

{
V (t− 1) + ρ ∗ (C(t)− C(t− 1)) if C(t) > η
V (t−1)

1.1
otherwise

(3.8)

where C(t) is the number of abnormal vectors in the current frame and η

characterizes the average noise of the signal. The signal V (t) can be consid-

ered significant if it is above some pre-specified threshold, ω. The parameters

described in this section are summarized in Table 3.1.

3.5 Self-Organizing Maps

Novelty detection is the process of calculating the probability of ob-

served input, or P (I). Low probability inputs are considered to contain

change. In some cases the underlying distribution can be calculated by collect-

ing and analyzing a large collection of inputs. Projects such as the LabelMe

database [65, 67], provide algorithms with a large number of examples of la-

beled data that can be used to extract distributions for various computer vision

purposes (e.g. scene recognition [7]). Alternatively, Itti and Baldi [2] assumed

that the distribution of features in an image followed the Gamma distribution.
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Table 3.1: Summary of parameters used in obtaining optic flow features

Parameter Description value used

αmin FOE update rate 0.8

λmin Minimum size for an optic flow vector 3

λmax Maximum size for an optic flow vector 200

φ Base pixel radius for considering two 60
flow vectors part of a group

β Exponential falloff rate of φ 0.75

ψ Maximum difference between the slopes 0.8
of two vectors considered as one event

τ Slopes greater than this value are 1
considered abnormal

ρ Signal accumulator damping parameter 0.25

ω Threshold before signal is considered N/A
significant

η Threshold for treating C(t) as a signal 4

The distribution’s parameters were calculated for the current input and the

KLD metric provided the change detection score. The new distribution was

then combined with the posterior distribution using the Bayesian formula. Yet

another example is Stauffer and Grimson’s [59] model that fitted each pixel

observed by a stationary camera with a mixture of Gaussians.

These distributions might not be always available (i.e. pre-calculated)

for specific features or may even be inappropriate for the context of the current

input. For example, knowing the probability of seeing a red colored object in

any environment does not correspond directly to the actual number of red ob-

ject in a particular place. A more general approach could map the continuous
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input space onto a finite number of discrete units. The result of this process,

called vector quantization, could then be used to compare new input with

the discrete unit representing that part of space. Self-organizing map (SOM)

algorithms provide an incremental, online method for creating this mapping.

The original algorithm, introduced by Kohonen [30], has three main

stages: competition, cooperation and synaptic adaptation [18]. The competi-

tion phase selects the discrete unit, wi, sometimes called a neuron, from a set

of units that is the closest to the current input, I (Eq. 3.9).

wi = arg min
i
‖I − ui‖ (3.9)

This winning unit becomes the center of a topological neighborhood of coop-

erating neurons. The topological requirements are such that the weight, ni,j,

between a unit ui and uj is maximum when j = i, that it is symmetric around

the maxima, and that this value decreases monotonically with distance. One

choice for defining this relationship is the Gaussian function:

ni,j = e−
d2i,j

2σ2 (3.10)

where di,j is the distance function that produces an integer based on the po-

sition of unit j, rj, in a predefined lattice, from the position of the winning

unit, ri:

di,j = ‖rj − ri‖ (3.11)

In the synaptic adaptation stage, each unit is moved towards the input accord-

ing to the learning parameter, η, and the neighborhood function (Eq. 3.10).

unewj = uoldj + η ∗ ni,j ∗ (I − uoldj ) (3.12)
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To facilitate convergence of this algorithm the standard deviation, σ,

in Eq. 3.10 and the learning parameter, η, in Eq. 3.12 should decrease with

time.

The problem with this formulation is its dependence on a predefined

topology (Eq. 3.11). This requires some assumptions about the relationship

between different parts of the input space, S. This could be problematic if, for

instance, the topology of the network is a rectangular lattice, while the input

is drawn from a ring region (see Figure 3.8).

For this reason a modified version of the algorithm called Neural Gas

(NG) [41] was created. To remove the dependence on a fixed topology for each

input every unit is labeled based on that unit’s distance from the input.

DI = (u1, u2, . . . , uj−1, uj, uj+1, . . . , ul)

s.t. (‖I − ui−1‖ ≤ ‖I − ui‖) i = 2, 3, 4 . . . l (3.13)

where l is the total number of units in the system. In the simulation Eq. 3.10

was changed to:

nj = e−
kj
λ (3.14)

where kj is the index of unit j in the set DI , and λ controls the number of

units considered by the algorithm. To learn the topology, a connection matrix,

C, was used. The non-zero entries in the connection matrix specify that a pair

of nodes are connected, and the actual value, ci,j, is the ”age” of the edge. If
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ci,j exceeds some predefined threshold, τ , the edge is removed (i.e. ci,j is set to

0). Example of the final map learned by this algorithm is presented in Figure

3.8b. Both the algorithms described thus far use a predefined set of units and

do not provide a method for adding or subtracting from this set. Further-

more, to converge the algorithms require that the neighborhood function and

the learning parameters monotonically decrease with time. Growing Neural

Gas (GNG) [14] overcomes both deficiencies. In GNG each node maintains a

running average of the error it observed when it was a winning node:

ei(t) = Wi(t) ∗ (I(t)− ni) + ei(t− 1)

where Wi(t) =

{
1, i is the winning node at time t
0, otherwise

(3.15)

where I(t) is the input vector at time t. The network starts with two connected

nodes and after a pre-specified number, ς, of iterations an additional node is

added between the node with the highest recorded error, k, and its neighbor,

l, with the highest error. Both nodes have their error metric reduced by half.

ei∈(k,l)(t) =
ei(t− 1)

2
(3.16)

As with NG, the edge set is ”aged” after each iteration and edges older than,

τ , are removed. Disconnected nodes are then also removed. To overcome

the dependency of cooperation and synaptic adaptation steps on time, the

cooperation step (Eq. 3.10) was modified as follows:

ni,j =

{
1, ci,j > 0
0, otherwise

(3.17)
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Eq 3.12, of the synaptic adaptation step, is replaced with the following two

rules. One for updating the winning node and another one for updating the

neighboring nodes:

unewj =

{
uoldj + η ∗ (I − uoldj ), i = j
uoldj + β ∗ ni,j ∗ (I − uoldj , otherwise

(3.18)

where i is the winning node and β is a constant learning rate for neighboring

nodes. Eq. 3.17 ensures that the updates are localized to the neighborhood of

the winning node. In this algorithm the removal of nodes acts as an outlier

removal mechanism. An example of applying this algorithm to a dataset is

shown in Figure 3.8c. Despite removing a number of limitations the resulting

network is no different from the one learned by NG (Figure 3.8b).

The error metric in Eq. 3.15 is proportional to the variance of the

input that maps onto a node in the network. Each addition of a node reduces

the global variance of the network (Eq. 3.16). As t → inf the network can

be treated as a Guassian mixture model, where the variance is 0, N(µ, 0).

Provided the following two conditions are met:

• The probability density function of the input is uniform and the input

is drawn randomly.

• τ , the edge age threshold, is larger than the time it takes for the network

to be presented with input from all regions.

The first condition is needed because the basic synaptic adaptation

stage shifts nodes towards the areas of feature space containing the most in-

put, which makes less frequently experienced input have lower resolution. To
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(a) SOM (b) NG

(c) GNG

Figure 3.8: Examples of SOMs learning how to discretize the input that is
drawn randomly from the shaded region. a) The basic SOM algorithm that
assumes a specific topology (black lines) of the units (green circles). This
assumption fails to capture the actual topology. b) NG algorithm applied
to the same dataset. c) Despite being simpler than NG, GNG demonstrates
similar quality of learning. (Images were generated using the java applet at
http://www.sund.de/netze/applets/gng/full/SOM.html)

maximize change detection performance under the assumption that the ob-

servations are mostly free of noise, every experience should have a chance for

an equal representation in the map. This issue is less prevalent in GNG due

to the local update rule (Eq. 3.12), however, to achieve similar adaptation to
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shifting distributions and to reduce effects due to outliers GNG uses the dele-

tion criteria and this is the reason for the second condition. The age threshold,

τ , controls the forgetting rate of the network, allowing the algorithm to shift

resources from one area to another.

A mobile camera exploring an environment requires a learning algo-

rithm that can learn online, while having limited access to previous experi-

ence. Since the amount of time the camera will be observing different areas of

the environment is unknown and because the input is not randomly sampled,

the two conditions above might not be satisfied. Therefore, to balance offline

and online learning the GNG algorithm was modified to use a bounded cache,

S, [29] that stores age-weighted error values, m, and the associated inputs from

the training rounds having the highest errors (Algorithm 4). To be stored in

the cache, a new input’s error, e = (I − wi), must be greater than the lowest

age-weighted error value already present in the cache. If the cache’s bound is

reached, input and error values from the new image replace a random sample

that has an age-weighted error less than the current input. This ensures more

training time for input observed from infrequently visited locations. Using age-

weighted error makes cache membership temporary and avoids the problem of

retraining on noise rather than useful data. On each iteration, the errors stored

in the cache are reduced by α. Using this cache has the effect of making the

density function of the input distribution more uniform, thereby preventing

more recent experiences from dominating the memory. After a preset number

of iterations, |S| elements of the cache are used for temporary off-line training
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of |S| iterations before returning to the online loop.

Algorithm 4 Modified GNG Network

1: procedure Iterate(I:[Ipos, Iθ, Ih], R:Round #, S:Store of Inputs)
2: w, e← GNG(I)
3: if R mod β = 0 then
4: for all (i,m) ∈ Permute(S) do
5: GNG(i)
6: end for
7: end if
8: S ← {(s, α ∗m) : (s,m) ∈ S} . Reduce old error
9: if ∃(s,m < e) ∈ S then

10: . Choose a random (s,m < e)
11: S ← (S \ (s,m)) ∪ (I, e) . Replace (s,m)
12: end if
13: return w . Winning node
14: end procedure

Finally it should be mentioned that the combination of different fea-

tures into a single vector causes the SOM to learn the joint probability dis-

tribution of these features. One of the change detection algorithms used in

the next chapter will combine the color histogram, Ih, with the position, Ipos,

and orientation, Iθ. This allows it to query for the unit having the highest

probability given the current color histogram or, more importantly, the ex-

pected histogram given the current location, P (Iθ, Ipos|Ih) and P (Ih|Iθ, Ipos)

respectively.
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3.6 Matching Pursuit

The self-organizing map models discussed above are useful for learning

the topology of the input space. A different way to approach the problem of

learning the statistics of the input is to learn a model for generating the input.

This is done by assuming that any frame is generated as a linear sum of, N,

components, or a set of basis vectors.

I =
N∑
n=1

anbn + e (3.19)

where e is the reconstruction error. The set of basis vectors, D = (b1 . . . bN)

- called the dictionary, defines a coordinate system, and the coefficients, C =

(a1 . . . aN), determine the location of the current input in this space. If some

components describing the current input are missing then e in Eq. 18 will be

larger than expected, which can be taken as evidence that the input contains

a change. The dictionary can be pre-specified (e.g. parameterized cosine and

sine functions in Fourier series) or learned from the data. For optimal change

detection performance the dictionary, D, should be tailored to the observed

input. This can be done using offline methods such as Principle Component

Analysis [28], applied to large datasets. This method identifies features that

have the most variability. Another method, Independent Component Analysis

(ICA) [24], does the opposite in that it identifies the correlations of features. In

an application using mobile cameras exploring environment in real time, offline

methods are not ideal. It can also be assumed that the features of different

parts of the environment are independent of each other, making ICA more
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attractive. Furthermore a greedy, online algorithm called matching pursuit

(MP) [38] exists for approximating ICA. The algorithm is divided into two

stages. In the first stage the next, ith, coefficient, ai and the corresponding

basis vector, bin, are determined as the ones that maximize the inner product

〈ITi , D〉. In the second stage the basis vector is rotated by a learning parameter,

η, to increase this inner product. The process is then repeated on the residual,

ITi+1 = ITi −binai. Two iteration of only the first stage is illustrated in Figure 3.9.

The pure greedy formulation has the issue that some basis vectors may

never be chosen. This may happen if, for instance, the randomly initialized

dictionary contains vectors too far away from any inputs or if an outlier pulled

a basis vector too far away from the bulk of the input space. To alleviate this

problem the next coefficient and basis vector in stage 1 is chosen according

the probability distribution

P (w = k) =
exp(G)

sum(G)
,

G = A ∗ 〈ITi , D〉 (3.20)

where A is constant that controls the greediness of the algorithm, with larger

values favoring larger coefficients. To ensure eventual stability, the learning

parameter η should decrease and A should increase with time. The summary of

the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. Each iteration reduces the error and

this decrease is exponential. The resulting dictionary will be over-complete

and non-orthogonal. The number of components, N , used for representing a

single input vector controls the sparsity (see Figure 3.10) of the representation.
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Furthermore, the first coefficient chosen explains the low frequency features of

the input space, since it is the mean of all the vectors that map to that region

of space, while successive iterations explain increasingly higher frequencies, or

the variability of features.

Figure 3.9: In a) the basis vector, D1 (red) closest to the input, I1 (green) is
found. The error (blue) is then used as the input to the second iteration. b)
the second iteration uses the error vector from a) as the new input (red) and
repeats the process.

3.7 Change Detection

Combining the features and learning algorithms described above, ro-

bust change detection models can be created. Three such models will be

tested. The first model will use a GNG trained on color histograms, camera

position and orientation to determine the expected color histogram based on
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Algorithm 5 The Probabilistic Matching Pursuit algorithm

1: procedure MP(D:Dictionary, I:Input, N:Number of Coefficients, ε:Error
Threshold, η:learning rate)
Output: A set of coefficients, corresponding D indexes, the updated D

2: coeffs ← [] . An array of dictionary indexes and coefficients
3: R← ~0 . Reconstruction
4: I ′ ← I
5: for i = 1→ N do
6: C ← I ′TD
7: G← exp( A∗C

max (C)
)

8: w ← Rand(C) where P (w = k) = Gk
sum(G)

9: Dw ← Dw + η ∗ (I ′ − CwDw)
10: Dw ← Dw

‖Dw‖
11: Cw ← I ′TDw . Update the coefficient after the basis vector
12: append(coeffs, (w,Cw))
13: R← R + CwDw . R =

∑i
n=1C

n
wnD

n
wn

14: I ′ ← I −R
15: if (max (I ′)) < ε then
16: break
17: end if
18: end for
19: return (coeffs, D) . The set of D indexes, coefficients and updated D
20: end procedure

the position, orientation and a weighted input histogram. KLD is then used to

calculate the deviation between the expected and observed color histograms.

Algorithm 1 is then used to highlight the image regions that contain large

color deviations. The second model will use optic flow and a hardcoded prior

to detection of instances where cars enter and leave the lane where the camera

operates. Finally, the last example will use matching pursuit to show how

these hardcoded priors can be eliminated.
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Figure 3.10: Matching pursuit algorithm represents the signal with a weighted
(coefficients), linear sum of dictionary elements. Limiting the number of coef-
ficients results in a sparse representation.
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Chapter 4

Experiments

In this chapter we will demonstrate an application of the theoretical

framework described in the previous section. The first example will use color

histograms, location and orientation, to train a GNG map. This map will

be used to retrieve the expected histogram for the current location and ori-

entation. The retrieved expectations are compared against observed inputs

to calculate deviation. Section 4.2.1 demonstrates how change detection can

be applied to the detection of a car entering or leaving the camera’s lane in

front of a camera fixed to a moving car. Despite being highly dynamics, this

problem is simplified through the use of optic flow as the feature set.

4.1 Color Histogram and Growing Neural Gas

This section will evaluate the model’s ability to detect and localize

changes using color histograms and GNG. The first subsection will evaluate

this combination in a virtual environment where all variables can be controlled

for. Subsection 4.1.3 will demonstrate that the model is capable of not only

learning a compact joint distribution of location and color histograms and

detect changes, but also of localizing them in the input image. Finally, due
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to the similarity in the mathematical formulation of these problems, in Sub-

section 4.1.4 our change detection approach is compared to a Simultaneous

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm called RatSLAM [43] in order

to find out why a dedicated change detection mechanism is better than one

coupled to a SLAM algorithm.

4.1.1 Simulation I: Learning the distribution of visual features in
a virtual environment

This first simulation demonstrates that growing neural gas and color

histograms are a good combination for robust detection of changes in an en-

vironment. Virtual reality (VR) environments are useful in answering this

question because they allow for control of all variables, exact replications of

states, and simple to systematically modify. This makes it ideal for testing a

model’s performance.

For this simulation a VR apartment was created using the IMSI Floor-

Plan 3D V11. The virtual apartment was composed of three rooms: bedroom,

bathroom, and kitchen (see Figure 4.1a for an overhead view). Numerous ob-

jects were placed in this environment ranging from furniture (e.g. a desk and

bed) to appliances (e.g. blender and refrigerator). The color of objects were

chosen to be distinct in order to provide a variable experience to train on (e.g.

red toaster, orange coffee pot and marble colored wallpaper).

To avoid programming the motion of the camera through this envi-

ronment and introducing unwanted biases into the data, the model of the
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(a) Overhead view of the virtual apartment (b) Example views

Figure 4.1: The virtual model of an apartment used for the first simulation. (a)
The overhead view of the three rooms: bathroom, bedroom, kitchen. (b) Two
example views recorded while a human subject was exploring the apartment
wearing an HMD.

apartment was imported into the WorldViz Vizard software in order to pro-

vide the ability for a human subject to explore this environment. Figure 4.1b

shows two examples of views observed by a human subject. The human sub-

ject performed a basic task (discussed in Section 5.1) in an apartment during

three different sessions spread over three days. The position and orientation

of the subject’s head was recorded at 60 Hz during both sessions. The trace of

the second (30 minute) session (Figure 4.2a) was used for training, while the

trace of the third (7.5 minute) session (see 4.2b) for testing. Both traces were

downsampled to 20 Hz (34740 frames) and 4 Hz (1796 frames) respectively.

The GNG was allowed to use up to 410 units to represent the 34740

input data points. Once the training was completed, the GNG (Figure 4.3) was
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(a) Training data (b) Test data

Figure 4.2: To collect training and test data a virtual apartment (a) was used.
A human subject performing a simple task (touching different objects) was
used to generate a training set (b) and the smaller test set (c).

fixed and the algorithm was repeatedly applied to a replay of the second trace.

Each replay contained a single change. Changes were generated by having

29 arbitrary objects (found in the environment and ranging from virtual floor

lamps to a toaster - see Figure 4.4a) that were copied and systematically

moved one at a time to one of 66 possible (e.g. Figure 4.4b) locations in

the environment. Object locations were chosen to be spread out over the

apartment giving a high probability that most would appear in some of the

frames during testing.

KL distance was used to calculate the deviation of the currently ob-

served histogram from the model’s expectation. As can be seen in Figure 4.5

when no changes are present the expected histogram matches well with the

observation. To see how well the model learned the environment, a baseline
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of units in a GNG after training on the dataset
shown in (c)

was calculated (the black line in Figure 4.6) using the unmodified environment

on the novel test trace. Since no changes are present, this baseline represents

errors which are the result of insufficient representation (e.g. due to lack of

training examples). The KL distance on the subsequent runs (ones containing

changes) were then compared to the baseline. If the value was greater than

the baseline, change detection was considered successful. The KL divergence

for the changed frames was greater than the baseline in 89% of the 19,054 test

cases. Figure 4.6 shows representative examples of the observed KL distances

and illustrates how the algorithm regularly yields high KL divergence values

for changed frames.
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Figure 4.4: The virtual environment created to test the Color Histogram and
GNG algorithm. (a) A set of objects was chosen and then moved to different
pre-determined locations. (b) An example of such a location. The toaster
(inside the red box) is added to a new location.

The simulation in this section was used as a proof of concept, demon-

strating that GNG and color histograms can learn a representation that allows

for robust change detection. However, the VR approach used here has two ma-

jor deficiencies; it does not consider the effects of light on observations, nor

does it use a realistic color distribution found in natural scenes. To further

test the model’s robustness the algorithm was applied to data collected from

a real environment. The results of that simulation are discussed in the next

subsection.
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(a) An example of a training histogram (b) Nearest codebook vector

Figure 4.5: An example of a codebook vector (a) that was the closest to the
test input (b). As can be seen there is little difference between them.

4.1.2 Simulation II: Localization of Changes using Stationary Cam-
eras

The first simulation presented evidence that the change detection tech-

nique using GNG and color histograms, can provide a suitable change signal.

However, once it is determined that a change occurred, the model should pro-

vide the agent with information about the location of that change. The tools

and datasets provided by the Workshop on Change Detection were used to

evaluate the algorithm’s ability to do this. The dataset contained outdoor and

indoor scenes which sometimes varied in lighting conditions. It was shown by

Fan et al. [13] that using the c1c2c3 color space is defined by the following
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Figure 4.6: This plot illustrates the effect of three different changes (the other
produced similar results). After each change all views along a test path were
recorded and the KL distance was calculated between the observed histogram
and the expected histogram. To obtain the baseline, the model was applied
to a novel data trace, not used for training. The baseline (black line) shows
that some areas are learned better (low KLD) than others (e.g. frame 600
versus 900). Anything below the base line is indistinguishable from normal
variations, while larger values indicate a detectable change signal. The plot
shows the KLD for three such changes indicated by the three markers. Each
point in the main plot represents the maximum KLD (the point inside the red
box in the inlay) of a single observation of that change. The inlay shows a
detailed view of a single interaction with a change. Out of the 19,054 possible
interactions 89% had a KLD greater than the baseline.

equations

c1 = arctan

(
R

max{G,B}

)
(4.1)

c2 = arctan

(
G

max{R,B}

)
(4.2)

c3 = arctan

(
B

max{R,G}

)
(4.3)
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(a) Original Image (b) c1c2c3 image

Figure 4.7: An example of transforming an image from (a) the RGB color
space to (b) c1c2c3 color space

Figure 4.7 demonstrates this color transformation. The histograms used for

this simulation were 16x16x16 bins, as was also suggested by Fan et al. [13].

For each image in the dataset the algorithm described in 3.2.1 returns a

binary valued change map. Black pixels signify that the probability of a change

is below some threshold, white pixels are likely to contain changes. Each pixel

of this map can then be compared to the ground truth provided with the

datasets to calculate TN, TP, FN, and FP. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the

performance on four different categories of image data.

The Baseline category contained four simple videos, each recorded by

a completely stationary camera. There were two outdoor environments and

two indoor environments. Objects moving in the camera’s field of view were to

be detected. The algorithm performed very well in the office scene achieving an

88% recall rate (Re) with 99% specificity (Sp). As expected, the algorithm did

not cope with the changing light conditions of the Pedestrians dataset, only
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achieving a 28% recall rate. Overall the detection rate achieved a respectable

value of 68%, 24% below the best known algorithm for this dataset [37]. In

general the algorithm only failed in its ability to identify every changing pixel,

achieving very good results by all other measures (Table 4.1a).

Table 4.1: Summary of results of applying the algorithm to different datasets.
FNR has been omitted because it was consistently low (avg:0.02/std:0.03).
Prec. is the precision of classifications.

(a) Baseline category

Name Re Sp FPR PBC Prec

PETS2006 0.44 0.99 0.01 1.24 0.53
Highway 0.63 1.00 0.00 2.58 0.91

Office 0.88 0.99 0.01 1.68 0.88
Pedestrians 0.28 0.99 0.01 2.01 0.17

Total 0.68 0.99 0.01 1.60 0.76
Best Alg. [37] 0.92 1.00 0.00 0.43 0.93

(b) Camera Jitter category

Name Re Sp FPR PBC Prec

Badminton 0.45 0.97 0.03 4.47 0.37
Boulevard 0.35 0.99 0.01 4.38 0.55

Sidewalk 0.26 0.99 0.01 2.61 0.50
Traffic 0.81 0.98 0.02 3.40 0.69
Total 0.49 0.98 0.02 4.19 0.52

Best Alg. [37] 0.80 0.98 0.02 2.75 0.64

The Jitter category contained outdoor scenes only. The algorithm

was able to achieved a high recall rate on the Traffic image sequence (81%),

but performed poorly on the Sidewalk images. These datasets contained a

significant amount of changes in lighting and the color signatures of the targets
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Table 4.2: Summary of results of applying the algorithm to different datasets.
FNR has been omitted because it was consistently low (avg:0.02/std:0.03).
Prec. is the precision of classifications.

(a) Dynamic Background category

Name Re Sp FPR PBC Prec

Boats 0.98 0.46 0.54 53.29 0.01
Canoe 0.99 0.97 0.03 2.95 0.55

Fall 0.59 0.98 0.02 2.51 0.37
Fountain01 0.00 0.99 0.01 1.34 0.00
Fountain02 0.34 0.98 0.02 1.78 0.04

Overpass 0.88 0.96 0.04 4.43 0.22
Total 0.65 0.90 0.10 10.05 0.09

Best Alg. [59] 0.63 1.00 0.00 0.54 0.77

(b) Shadow category

Name Re Sp FPR PBC Prec

Backdoor 0.38 0.94 0.06 7.39 0.11
Bungalows 0.65 0.98 0.02 4.10 0.66
BusStation 0.16 0.86 0.14 16.22 0.04

CopyMachine 0.69 0.99 0.01 3.52 0.78
Cubicle 0.39 0.45 0.55 55.41 0.01

PeopleInShade 0.71 0.96 0.04 5.25 0.53
Total 0.63 0.82 0.18 18.99 0.16

Best Alg. [12] 0.85 0.99 0.01 1.69 0.77

were not significantly different from the overall color distribution. Despite the

low recall rate, Sp, the false positive rate (FPR), and the percent of bad

classifications (PBC) were comparable to the best known algorithm [37] for

this dataset (Table 4.1b).

Dynamic Background dataset was used to test the algorithm’s abil-
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ity to handle moving backgrounds. These datasets contained choppy water,

fountains and trees blowing in the wind (Fall). Color histograms should han-

dle dynamic backgrounds as long as the color signature of the scene does

not significantly change. This is the case for three of the datasets Boats,

Canoe, and Overpass, where the recall rate was 98%, 99%, and 88%, respec-

tively. It should be noted that the glare caused by the choppy water in the

Boats dataset, resulted in significant color variations and a high FPR (54%).

The algorithm has trouble localizing tiny changes, which is the cause of the

poor performance in the two fountain image sets. However, the overall re-

call performance of the algorithm exceeds that of the best of all benchmarked

algorithms [59] by 2% (Table 4.2a).

Despite the color changes caused by shadows, the algorithm achieved

a high recall rate on three of the Shadow datasets, 64%, 69%, and 71%.

The images from the Cubicle and the BusStation sequences achieved the

worst recall and resulted in high FPR, 14% and 55% respectively caused by

high variability in changes of lighting. The overall recall performance was 22%

below the best algorithm [12]. However, if the two worst sequences are ignored

the algorithm did well along all other dimensions (Table 4.2b).

This approach achieved an average performance of 65% on three of

the categories. The average FPR on all the datasets was only 8%, with a

lower average FNR at 2%. This demonstrates that the algorithm is capable

of detecting the presence and general location of change, even if it does not

detect every changed pixel.
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These results show that the algorithm achieves good results on many

different datasets. There were two main sources of failure. First, the algo-

rithm is unable to detect every changed pixel. This limitation is by design,

as the intended purpose was never to detect every changed pixel, but only

provide general information about where changes might be. In many cases

classifying every pixel is not necessary for other processes as long as the gen-

eral regions are located. Despite the fact that nearly 33% of the pixels are

not detected in Figure 3.3e, the cause of change is identified quite well (Fig-

ure 3.3d). Sometimes, even localizing changes is not a requirement. In those

cases it is sufficient to identify whether an image contains changes. Figure 4.8

demonstrates how χ2-test can be used to provide a reliable change detection

signal. The large difference that starts at around 1650, for example, is due to

a passing of a large truck (Figure 3.3b). Unfortunately the evaluation tools do

not provide a method for measuring this performance.

The second source of error is caused by changes in lighting. To deal

with this error multiple reference images under different light conditions are

required. This solution would increase performance dramatically on many of

the datasets. Growing Neural Gas algorithm used by [29], can determine which

reference images and histograms should be stored.
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Figure 4.8: Comparing the reference histogram with the input histogram for
the Fall image set. Even though this image sequence produced a low Re of
58%, this metric can be used to reliably identify sections of the video containing
changes.

4.1.3 Simulation III: Localization of Changes using Mobile Cam-
eras

The above procedure can be extended to location aware mobile cameras.

For this simulation, spatial and head orientation information was recorded via

an optical motion tracker from a human subject walking around a research lab

with a head mounted camera (see an example frame in Figure 4.9). As with

the previous simulation this is important because having the ability to access

the current location of the camera and using it as an index into GNG allows

the generation of predictions for localized distribution of color histograms,

which results in further tolerance to noise and improves change detection per-

formance. Six objects were used in this experiment: a blue recycling bin, a

red beanbag, a yellow network cable, a green water bottle placed on a chair,

a monitor, and a green cable spool. A 14 minute recording session (25,000
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frames) was used to train the GNG (which grew to 497 units), and a 6 minute

(10,918 frames) recording session was used to validate the training.

Figure 4.9: (a) An example of a training image. (b) Shows a frame from the
test run, containing visual changes. (c) Shows the change map for the frame in
between the expected value for a specific color and the actual perceived value.
The darker the pixel, the larger the deviation. (d) Green pixels representing
above threshold changes were overlaid on the changed image in (c). For visual
clarity, red circles have been added to indicate the location of changed objects
in the frame.

To test the ability of the model to localize changes in images, objects

were moved around and more videos were recorded (see supplemental mate-

rial). The validation set images in Figure 4.9 show the original location of

all objects, with the exception of the cable spool. Each pixel in the incom-

ing image was labeled by the amount of deviation from the expectation for

that pixel’s color histogram bin. Large continuous areas (at least 20 con-

tiguous pixels) of substantial deviation (> 75% difference in KL divergence

from the stored histogram) were classified as changes and colored green using

Algorithm 1. An example of this process is shown in Figure 4.9.

Evaluation of the performance was done through visual inspection of

the results. It was determined that the algorithm reliably detected the bean-

bag, network cable, recycling bin, and the water bottle. The chair where the
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water bottle was on and the monitor were not detected, most likely due to

the fact that they share color with the background colors around the lab and

therefore did not produce a significant color deviation in new locations. The

spool of cable was not detected in all of the frames, because its location was not

observed enough during training. Frame to frame the algorithm generates tran-

sient change signals that are not coherent across frames, although there were a

small number of false positives (e.g. a lid to a cardboard box). Using a tempo-

ral filter, providing more training time and adding image features in addition

to color should resolve these problems. The video showing some of these obser-

vations can be found at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XJW7bbKT5c&hd=1.

4.1.4 Simulation IV: Color Histograms versus SLAM

The previous simulations depended on access to a localization signal.

In outdoor environments this can be provided by GPS, however, not only is the

GPS not always reliable (e.g. Urban environments [9]), but color histograms

work best in indoor environments under artificial lighting, where global posi-

tion sensors are harder to deploy. In these cases, a more robust localization

mechanism is needed. The algorithms that solve this problem are called si-

multaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) algorithms. These algorithms

use current sensor data, I, to generate a best guess of the robot’s location,

L, based on past experiences, P (L|I) (i.e. internal map). Applying Bayes

theorem reveals the relationship between our change detection model which
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calculates P (I|L) and SLAM.

P (L|I) =
P (I|L)P (L)

P (I)
(4.4)

At first glance Equation 4.4 suggests that both change detection and

SLAM could be solved simultaneously. The important distinction, however,

is in the nature of the probability distribution P (I|L) under the different

tasks. As stated previously, in change detection it is important to be able to

detect changes despite small view variability, since with movable cameras no

view will be repeated exactly the same way. For this reason the distribution

P (I|L) should be narrow around any given I, so as to match many locations

to the same input. For SLAM applications this distribution should be wide,

so that a location can be uniquely identified by the input. To allow for a

small amount of view tolerance, the input representation should be sparse

making it unlikely that two distant locations have an overlapping distribution.

These representations produce require larger template databases as similarity

between inputs decreases rapidly, a feature required for accurate localization

in any case.

To demonstrate this difference, a SLAM algorithm was modified to

use color histograms and its performance was compared with the unmodified

version. There are many techniques for solving the SLAM problem, and eval-

uating them is not the goal of this work. Since this work focuses on visual

features collected from a movable camera, RatSLAM [43] was chosen as an

evaluation algorithm. RatSLAM only relies on visual input, which made it
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easy to modify for our purposes.

RatSLAM uses a circular memory algorithm, where the units, called

pose cells, are arranged in a cube. Each pose cell represents a (δx, δy, δθ),

relative to its neighbors, and is connected to every neighbor. Units on each

face of the cube are connected to the units on the opposite face. The active

memory units are determined by optic flow and calibrated by visual templates.

An observed visual template is associated with the active memory units and

the strength of that connection is determined by Hebbian learning. Due to the

circular nature of this representation a visual template can become associated

with several memory units and each unit can represent many robot poses in

the physical space.

An experience map organizes the activity of the pose cells into a phys-

ical map. An experience node is chosen when the active pose cell or the

view template is sufficiently different (above some threshold) from previous

observations. If there are no neighbors of the current experience node that

are associated with the new pose cell or the new visual template then a new

experience node is created and connected to the previous node.

To generate an appropriate dataset for RatSLAM a Sony HDR-CX150

high definition camera (1440x1080 pixels) was mounted onto a rolling plat-

form. The platform was moved in a figure 8 pattern 13 times such that in each

loop the motion was taking place approximately along the same path each

loop. A total of 14,168 frames were recorded (e.g. Figure 4.10). The unmodi-

fied version of the algorithm used visual templates calculated from the entire
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image, resulting in a 1080 dimensional vector. Sharper turns and smaller envi-

ronment caused the algorithm to overestimate the angular rotation, therefore

a limit of 9 pixel columns was applied to estimate it. The modified version of

this algorithm used color histogram visual templates, instead of the scanlines.

The parameters for both versions were chosen independently such that their

mapping accuracy was maximized.

Figure 4.10: An example view recorded by an HD camera (1440x1080 pixels).

The RatSLAM model takes advantage from the observation that the

motion estimation and the visual templates will rarely co-occur. The hypothe-

sis, therefore, is that as the image representation becomes less location specific

the fewer templates the algorithm will discover and the less reusable the experi-

ence nodes will become, because of noise in optic flow estimates. The results in

Figure 4.11 confirm this conclusion. Using the unmodified algorithm (top row)

produces a more accurate map (last column) than the color histogram Rat-

SLAM. As expected the unmodified version of the algorithm produces more

visual templates (1295) than the modified version (40). The problem with

this becomes apparent in the middle column where the combination of motion
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Figure 4.11: Results of running the standard RatSLAM algorithm on the
dataset (top) versus using the modified version of RatSLAM that used color
histograms for visual templates (bottom). The standard algorithm generated
1295 visual templates and 2262 experiences, while the modified version cre-
ated just 40 visual templates and 2503 experiences. The lower number of visual
templates demonstrates the view tolerance of color histograms. Unfortunately,
this tolerance reduced RatSLAM’s ability to discriminate between different lo-
cations of the room, which resulted in the positional uncertainty in the lower
part of the loop (bottom right vs. top right). The standard RatSLAM repre-
sentation is sensitive to view changes and provides general features that allow
the algorithm to reliably localize itself. Color histograms on the other hand,
do not have this property, but the tolerance to small view changes allows for
better change detection as shown previously.

estimation and visual template were so ambiguous that new map nodes (ex-

periences) had to be created often, whereas in the unmodified case it is easily

seen that most of the templates were reused 13 times. The similarity in the
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number of map nodes is due to the fact that in the unmodified case there are

more map nodes generated along the path, while in the modified version it

took longer for a color histogram to become so dissimilar as to necessitate a

new node. Since motion estimates were noisy and color histograms were poor

at disambiguating between different possible locations, a experience node was

created each time a new color histogram was observed.

4.2 Detecting Cars Entering and Leaving the Driver’s
Lane

The previous section covered the case of indoor environments where

changes color changes were rare. This is not applicable to all situations. In

driving features like color and contrasts is highly variable. Also, these features

will not generalize well since many situations are unique (e.g. a blue van

passing on the left), using these features will not produce good prior models.

Optic flow, however, does not suffer from these problems as it is independent

of pixel values. In the following sections we will examine the use of optic

flow for the purposes of change detection. Specifically, a camera attached to

a moving car will use the regularities in optic flow to detect events in which a

car in front of it enters or leaves its lane.

The simulations in the first two subsections will use a prior that treats

all radial optic flow as normal. Lane change is detected as a deviation from

this model. The algorithm in the first subsection uses log-polar representation

when detecting deviations. Section 4.2.2 will compare the results from Sec-
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tion 4.2.1 with a modified algorithm that uses Cartesian space when performing

change detection. This comparison serves to demonstrate that log-polar rep-

resentation is better for detecting distant events. Finally, Subsection 4.2.3 will

describe a method for online learning, using Matching Pursuit, of a model that

can be used for change detection. This relaxing the requirement for hard-coded

priors and increases the class of events that can be detected.

4.2.1 Simulation I: Lane change detection using hand-coded priors
and log-polar representation

In this simulation we use the pipeline shown in Figure 3.7 and described

in Section 3.3 to calculate optic flow features. The procedure outline in Sec-

tion 3.4 is used for detecting changes. The parameters for this experiment

were chosen empirically, by examining the lane change events and one set was

then used for all simulation results. These values are summarized in Table 3.1.

The video was generated by using two cars, driven by the experimenters.

The driving was done on a freeway, where other traffic was also present. One

car (A) had a camera mounted on its hood, while the second car (B) was used

to generate the conditions on which the algorithm was to be tested (i.e. lane

changes). The recorded video was divided into 21 segments, each containing

a lane change event. A variable buffer of frames was included before and after

each of the events to provide a baseline for detection. The resulting data set

comprised of 5285 frames (174.4 s) which were prior to the events, 1882 frames

(62.1s) of frames containing a lane change maneuver and 6223 frames (204.4
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s) occurring right after the maneuver. The video frames were hand-coded

into two classes: lane change event present or not present. This labeling was

used to evaluate the algorithm’s performance. On average the lane change

maneuvers took 2.9 s (std: 0.5 s) to complete. These 21 events included the

lead car changing into and out of the driver’s lane at different distances from

the camera and at different speeds. One of the video clips contained two events

as another car merged into the lane after car B left the lane.

Much of the optic flow noise is transient, rarely lasting more than a few

frames. Figure 4.12 show the result of applying the algorithm to two frames.

The raw event counts were smoothed by using Equation 3.8. This suppresses

short abnormal counts. These counts for a lane change event occurring close

to the camera is plotted in Figure 4.13a and a far event in Figure 4.13b. A

(a) Good detection (b) Noisy frame

Figure 4.12: The model concentrated on finding abnormal vectors in the region
defined by the yellow dashed line. The cyan circles represent deviating flow.
(a) shows an example of a good detection while (b) demonstrates the type of
noise that could produce false positives.
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single threshold for all videos resulted in the detection of all 21 lane change

events.

However, it is also important to not only consider each event as a whole

but also how many frames were classified correctly. The ROC in Figure 4.13c

plots the trade-off between false positive rate and true positive rate. The solid

line is the performance when all event frames are considered.

It is important to note that the lateral velocity of the vehicle during

a lane change maneuver starts off slowly before peaking and declining again

(see [55] for a more in-depth description of human lane change behavior).

Therefore, to improve the performance one could consider just the frames

taken from the middle of the lane change event. Given these observations, a

quarter of the frames at the beginning and the end of the event were removed

to generate the dashed blue line in the ROC in Figure 4.13c. This modification

improves performance, but also introduces latency in detection. On average

the algorithm needs 825ms (std: 121ms) of motion data to detect the beginning

of a lane change event. This is a reasonable delay at it is still within the first

third of the duration of the maneuver.

The values above and in Figure 4.13c contain lane changes at a variety

of distances (∼20-150ft). The pixel size of an object decreases as the distance

from the camera increases. As a consequence, there are fewer pixels to track

by the flow algorithm. Furthermore, the pixel distance between the current

location of the target car to the center of the next lane is shorter and the

lateral motion of that car can easily fall below the cutoff threshold, λmax
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(a) Event near the camera (b) Event distant from the camera

(c) ROC curve

Figure 4.13: Lane change detector performance. In the (a) and (b) plots the
vertical green dashed lines signify the region of the time marked by a human
observer where a car merged into the camera’s lane. (a) shows the signal
strength when the car is close to the camera. The number of flow vectors, and
therefore signal strength, decreases as the distance to the camera increases
(center plot). (c) shows positives in detecting lane change events. The solid
line shows performance when the entire lane change event is considered. Per-
formance suffers due to the increased noise in the signal. If only the central
50% of the event region is used (dashed line) performance improves, as this is
the region where most lateral flow occurs.
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and be ignored by the algorithm. The signal strength is therefore not only a

function of lateral velocity, but also of distance. A video demonstrating the

results discussed in this section can be found at http://youtu.be/5Yb8Elwc0m4.

4.2.2 Simulation II: Comparing log-polar and Cartesian represen-
tations

The log-polar representation is useful because it makes detection of

deviating optic flow easy and gives more weight to events that occur far from

the camera. To demonstrate these benefits we conducted an experiment where

the log-polar step of the model was removed and the modified algorithm was

applied to the dataset described above.

For the modified algorithm φ was set to 75, β to 0 and η to 10. The

detection algorithm counted the number of horizontal (within a small thresh-

old) optic flow vectors. The values were chosen so as to maximize the overall

performance. The comparison of these results to the results of the previous

section is shown in Figure 4.14.

The dashed red line in Figure 4.14 shows that generally using the Carte-

sian representation is slightly better than the log-polar representation (solid

black line). This is because detecting lane changes close to the camera is fairly

easy as it generates a large amount of optic flow. However, the fact that an

η of 10 had to be used (versus an η of 4 for log-polar representation) suggests

a presence of noise, which could make detecting distant events difficult. Sim-

ulation results (the dotted red line and the dashed black line) show that this
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the model that uses log-polar transformation to
detect changes (Full model) versus a model that does not use log-polar rep-
resentation (No Log Polar) and simply counts the number of horizontal optic
flow vectors inside the region of interest (yellow trapezoid in 4.12). The dashed
red line shows that on average not using the log-polar representation results
in a slightly better performance than the full model (solid black line), however
when applying both models to the dataset containing events taking place at
about ∼150ft from the camera (far events), the full model (the black dash-dot
line) outperforms the algorithm that does not use log-polar (dotted red line).

is the case. The variance in the performance values of the log-polar repre-

sentation is lower than the modified algorithm, demonstrating that log-polar

representation is more robust.
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4.2.3 Simulation III: Lane change detection using Matching Pur-
suit

Up to this point the divergent optic flow was measured against a hand-

coded prior. However, this limits the application of the approach, as it requires

an application of numerous filtering steps and to understand behavior of optic

flow in different driving situations. This reduces the number of events it can

detect. For example, a falling tree will not be detected until too late because

it will be outside the yellow region (see Figure 4.12) for majority of the time.

To overcome these limitations the algorithm needs to learn the normal model

to compare against.

While, it is possible to combine GNG with GPS and optic flow to solve

this problem, this approach would require driving in the same environment

multiple times. Furthermore, it is not clear how the variations in observations

of other cars will affect the results. For this to work, the model would have

to learn a distribution over all possible optic flows for each region of the road

(e.g. car passing on the left, or car passing on the right). To avoid these

complications an alternative approach is taken in this section.

Matching Pursuit is used to find the correlations in optic flow directions,

with the assumption that these correlations are similar on other stretches of

the road. For example, radial flow can be represented as a set of outwardly

radiating vectors. The resulting basis vectors found by Matching Pursuit can

be used in conjunction with GNG to build expectations of observations at any

specific location.
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The sparse optic flow representation used so far does not easily lend

itself to this analysis, because an absence of optic flow from any region does

not necessarily imply the absence of motion. For example, a region of space

contained ambiguous features that were not used for tracking, or the algorithm

could have reached the maximum limit placed on the number of optic flow

vectors returned. To avoid these difficulties the incoming images were divided

into a 7 by 7 grid (see Figure 4.15), and all optic flow vectors in a region were

averaged into a single vector. Regions with no optic flow were removed from

consideration (as incomplete data).

(a) Radial Flow (b) Binned radial flow

Figure 4.15: To find correlations when using a sparse optic flow algorithm raw
optic flow data (a) had to be binned (b).

Two further filtering steps were performed. First, all vectors shorter

than 10 pixels or greater than 40 were removed. Any motion of interest within a

seven frame time window (233ms) should be within these bounds. Second, any

vectors that did not lie within a 50 pixel radius of another vector pointing in a
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similar direction (inner dot product greater than 0.1) were removed. Optic flow

measurements are noisy and, therefore, require multiple evidence for motion

direction. Assuming independence between the x,y coordinates of the flow

vectors, the 20 grid vectors were transformed into a one dimensional 40 element

vectors.

A new dataset was collected similarly to the previous section. A Sony

PS3 Eye camera with a resolution of 640x480 and a field of view of 56x42

degrees was mounted on the hood of a car, facing forward. A second car drove

in front of the camera, occasionally switching lanes. The movie was segmented

into sequences of no lane changes and lane changes. Four sets of sequences

were selected such that each set contained one or more training sequences with

no lane change events, a single sequence of a nearby lane change instance, and

another frame sequence containing no lane change event. The latter two were

used for testing. Each set of frame sequences was temporally ordered (i.e. the

training set was recorded earlier than the test set). The number of frames

per sequence are summarized in table 4.3. The MP algorithm (Algorithm 5)

was then applied to each training set 10 times (for a total of 174,650 training

rounds). The parameters used for training are summarized in Table 3.1.

As mentioned before MP is a method for finding independent compo-

nents, or correlations, in a dataset. Figure 4.16 illustrates a possible set of

independent components for a video frame. This video frame is composed of

a ”radial flow” component and a ”car passing on the left” component. These

two components could be scaled independently to describe different passing
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Table 4.3: Dataset used for training and testing MP. The training set for clip 3
contained both training sequences of clip 1 and 2 as well as additional sequence
of 445 frames.

Clip # Training Set Size Test Set Size Event Frames Grid Size

1 304 417 69 7x7

2 250 640 92 7x7

3 999 487 96 7x7

4 695 471 87 15x15

Table 4.4: Parameters used for the MP experiment

Parameter Description value used

R Epochs 10

N Number of coefficient 12

B Number of basis vectors in the dictionary 400

A Degree of greediness of the algorithm 7

λmin Only consider flow vectors greater than this value 5

λmax Only consider flow vectors less than this value 40

η The learning parameter 0.6

ηdecay Decay rate of η (after each epoch) 0.71

φ Pixel radius for considering vectors as close 75

τ Direction similarity (inner dot product) threshold 0.1

car or camera velocities.

As an example, MP, with N set to 3, was applied to the dataset and

a frame containing a similar situation was analyzed. As can be seen by Fig-

ure 4.17, MP successfully reconstructed the image. The basis vectors (shown

at the bottom of the figure) show that the two major components mentioned

previously were discovered, with an additional component (in the middle) cor-
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Figure 4.16: Optic flow is generated as a combination of moving objects in the
environment. By analyzing the correlated vectors, independent components
can be discovered. The final image can then be described as a sum of these
components.

recting for the general ”car passing on the left” component.

Executing the algorithm with the setting summarized in Table 4.4 pro-

duces a large variety of basis vectors. Examples of the major components of

the dictionary are shown in Figure 4.18. Due to a large dictionary, the basis

vectors tend to follow a general theme. Many describe different variations on

the encountered radial flow (Figure 4.18a). Other vectors describe specific in-

stances of a situation, such as ”car passing on the left”. The two basis vectors

in Figure 4.18b demonstrate a car passing on the left. The first basis vector

describes the appearance of the vehicle on the screen, while the second vector
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represents the vehicle as it moves further away from the camera. These two

basis vectors demonstrate that even though there are technically two com-

ponents here (radial optic flow and optic flow due to a passing vehicle), it

is probably common to have radial flow on the right side when a vehicle is

å
 0.8565  0.3115 0.1022

Figure 4.17: Matching pursuit reconstructs an observed image as a weighted
sum of dictionary elements. The basis vectors MP used to reconstruct the
top image correspond to the different components found in the image. The
left two describe the motion due to a passing car, while the right most optic
flow-field explains the elements of the radial flow.
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passing on the left.

(a) Two Radial Basis Vectors

(b) Car Passing on the Left

Figure 4.18: Using a large dictionary (400 basis vectors) and allowing MP to
use 12 coefficients creates basis vectors that store higher order correlations.
(a) a large portion of the basis vectors describe radial motion (the dictionary
is over-complete). (b) other basis vectors describe specific motion through this
radial optic field. In this case there is motion on the lower left side moving
into the focus of expansion over time.

The change detection algorithm will work as follows. The optic flow

for the current input frame is processed by MP with the learning parameter,
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η, set to 0 and the greediness, A, set to 300. The resulting coefficients and

basis vectors produce the best possible reconstruction for the input. Since

the algorithm has not been trained on frames containing lane change events,

the best possible reconstruction will not adequately describe the input (e.g.

Figure 4.19. The residual sum of squares was used as the error metric.

Figure 4.19: MP reconstructs an image by combining correlations observed
previously. Optic flow configurations not previously observed, such as a car
entering the camera’s lane, will produce a combination of optic flow vectors
that MP will be unable to explain. This can be seen here as angle and magni-
tude mismatches between the actual input (red vector) and the reconstruction
(green vectors).

To evaluate this approach, the MP was independently trained and ap-
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plied to the datasets described in Table 4.3. The expectation is that the frames

containing the event should have higher errors than the frames that do not.

Figure 4.20 confirms that that for the majority of the event frames (red line)

produce higher residual sum of squares than the non-event frames (black line).

The figure also demonstrates the importance of using a larger datasets. The

reason Sub-figures 4.20a and 4.20a have higher errors near the end of the test

set is because the situation by then is sufficiently different from the training

one.
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(a) Clip 1

(b) Clip 2

(c) Clip 3

Figure 4.20: MP was used to learn a separate dictionary for each clip. The
ability to reconstruct novel input for each dictionary was tested. The test set
was broken into four parts: just prior to the event, the event, just after the
event, and a longer movie sequence containing no events. As expected, the
further in time the frames are from those in the training set, the more variable
the error will be, since the small training sets used are unable to capture
all the different road conditions. Increasing the training set will reduce this
problem, as is shown in (c) where additionally to a new sequence the previous
two training sequences were also used in generating the dictionary.
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The third dataset had a training set three to four times greater than the

first two dataset and the performance of this approach was much better (Fig-

ure 4.20c).

To test whether the result yield good detection performance detection,

the false positive rate was compared to the true positive rate. The ROC in

Figure 4.21 shows that the average performance (red bold line) is comparable

to the hand coded solution used in the previous subsections. The detection rate

of 85% yields only about 15% false positives. As before the actual performance

is better if only the middle portion of the lane change maneuver is considered.

Figure 4.21: Different detection thresholds for the plots in Figure 4.20 were
tested for each clip. The red line is the average performance, indicating that
a detection rate of about 85% can be achieved with only a 15% false positive
rate. In two of the three clips (clip 2 and 3) the lane change event were
recognized (at least 1 frame was identified) with no false positives.
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The first three datasets contained events that were close to the cam-

era. The last dataset had a lane change maneuver performed when the lead

car was distant from the camera. Using the same settings used previously

produced poor results. This is because distant objects occupy fewer pixels

and therefore create smaller disturbance in the optic flow. To obtain a good

detection performance the bins used for binning optic flow had to be made

smaller, increasing the grid size to 15x15 bins and the feature vector length

to 450 elements. The resulting performance is shown in Figure 4.22. At 20%

false positive rate the algorithm achieves nearly 97% correct detection rates.

This result demonstrates that working in Cartesian space is not ap-

propriate to detect all events. Higher resolution is required to detect events

occurring near the focus of expansion, suggesting that log-polar representation

should perform better overall.

The work presented in this chapter demonstrates that change detection

is a general approach to detecting important events. The adaptive approaches

rely on the ability to reconstruct unchanged scenes, which allows the back-

ground subtraction routine to detect any deviations.
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(a) Clip 4

(b) ROC Curve for clip 4

Figure 4.22: Using a single grid for detecting events at different distances does
not result in consistent performance. To achieve good detection rates (b) of a
car changing lanes in the distance (during the frames plotted in red in (a)), the
7 by 7 grid used to produce previous results was increased to 15 by 15. This
is because a pixel worth of motion for distant objects has a different meaning
than for a near object, suggesting that a non-uniform grid should be used (e.g.
log-polar).
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Chapter 5

Human Change Detection

It is not known how well humans can detect changes. Under some

experimental conditions it has been shown that humans perform poorly at

detecting changes, demonstrating what is known as ”change blindness”. Other

evidence, however, demonstrated the opposite (see Section 2.2). The existence

of stored memory representations may provide a mechanisms for humans to

detect changes, as in the algorithms previously described. In this chapter we

explore the question whether humans form memory representations of complex

environments and use them to facilitate the detection of changes.

The first experiment had human subjects explore a virtual apartment.

The instructions had them search for objects, forcing them to move between

different rooms. A spatial model in this case would be useful in order to reduce

the amount of motion required to complete the task. Since there is much

evidence suggesting that people are task driven in their behavior, Section 5.1.3

examines the role of task-irrelevant fixations in learning. Section 5.1.5 tests

human ability to detect changes and presents evidence that they are sensitive

to chromatic changes in familiar environments.

The second experiment (Section 5.2) used a driving environment to test
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human eye movement behavior in a situation where choosing what information

to process is constrained by time (i.e. a crash can occur very quickly). There

is some experimental evidence suggesting that humans learn the pattern of

optic flow associated with self motion and subtract it from the retinal flow in

order to detect objects in a scene [70, 11], a mechanism similar to the proposed

algorithms. This experiment aims to gather more evidence for our model and

test human ability to adapt this mechanism to incorporate new situations.

5.1 Learning in 3D Environment

To gain some insights into how people build internal models of their

environment, six participants were asked to explore a virtual reality apartment

(described in Section 4.1.1). The subjects wore a Virtual Research V8 head

mounted display (HMD). This HMD has two 640x480 pixel resolution screens

and a 48◦ × 36◦ field of view. Fixed to it were 6 LED markers, which were

tracked by the PhaseSpace Inc. motion tracking system at 480 Hz. Each

subject also wore a glove with an LED marker on the index finger, which was

tracked in a similar manner. The HMD display was updated based on the

orientation and position of the rigid body defined by these markers in a 4.6 m

by 5.5 m empty space. This information was recorded for later reconstruction.

An Applied Science Laboratory (ASL) eye tracker recorded the position of the

left eye at a sampling rate of 60 Hz and the accuracy of approximately one

visual degree. Before the experiment the eye tracker was calibrated using a

nine point (3x3) grid. This calibration was repeated in the middle and at the
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Figure 5.1: In the virtual apartment experiments subjects wore a head
mounted display with 640x480 pixel resolution. The HMD was equipped with
an eye tracker, while the head and hand were tracked using the PhaseSpace
motion tracking system. The experiment asked the subject to touch virtual
objects in the virtual apartment using the gloved hand.

end of each session.

Three sessions took place over three consecutive days. Durations of the

first two sessions were approximately 20 to 25 minutes. The final session was

about 8 minutes long. The participants were told to read the words presented

inside the helmet (see Figure 5.2) then locate and touch the object described

by these words. The third session was used to test subject’s ability to detect
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changes and will be discussed in Section 5.1.5. The subjects were told that:

• They will spend three 30 minute sessions in the environment over three

consecutive days.

• The goal of the experiment was to test their ability to remember visual

features of the environment.

• There would be a test after the third session.

The instruction purposefully neglected to specify what visual aspects of the

environment the participants would be tested on.

During the first session the subject searched for 75 objects, 44 of which

were unique. Most objects were chosen as a target only once during the session,

however there were four objects that appeared more frequently than others

(4 to 6 times): coffee maker, bed stand, wall planter and tea kettle. The

entire dataset was only used to examine the role of task irrelevant fixations in

learning, for the rest of the analysis only the frequent four objects were used.

During the second session the participants searched for 100 objects,

with 55 being unique. The four objects of interest in session one were still

selected 4 to 6 times more often than the other objects. Despite the greater

number of target objects, subjects were able to complete the session in about

the same time period as on the first day.

The experimental results produced 1,141,648 frames of data which were

then segmented into 63,272 fixations. Analyzing this large amount of eye track-
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Figure 5.2: Participants of this experiment explored a virtual apartment look-
ing for objects. The targets were specified by a set of words at the bottom of
the screen (e.g. ”Coffee Maker”) and the subject had to go and touch that ob-
ject (e.g. the orange coffee maker). While the subject performed the task their
fixations (the white cross-hair), head orientation, and location were recorded
for later analysis.

ing data within a complex 3D environment is very difficult, as the traditional

methods require a human to label each frame with the fixation target. For

some of the analysis we also needed to know which objects were on screen,

making the traditional approach impossible. Virtual reality, however, allows

for automated analysis and frame labeling. Therefore, the author created an

automated analysis tool, whose screenshot is shown in Figure 5.3. Traditional

analysis required operators to analyze a video provided by the eye tracking
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hardware, which consists of the output provided by the video card overlaid by

eye position marker. This stream has very low latency. To provide a veridical

reconstruction of the scene at each frame the hardware had to be queried over

a serial port, which may contain higher latencies. The software created by

the author allows the operator to confirm that the data recorded in a text

file matches up with the actual video recorded during the experiment. This is

done by overlaying the video as a texture on top of the reconstructed scene and

allowing the user to blend the two images (using the slider on the right). Since

eye tracking contains small errors, a fixation window was used (red square),

of about ±2◦ visual angle around the center of the fixation point. For every

frame the interface also calculates what is on screen and what is inside the

fixation window. This information is automatically recorded to a file at the

rate of about 40-50 frames per second.

The output of this program was then segmented into time periods that

started when a new target label was presented and ended just before the next

target label was shown (because the current target was touched). Each trial

was subdivided into specific events (summarized in Figure 5.4). Some objects

were located in places that were hard to reach (due to track failures) and

required multiple attempts to complete. In order to remove this source of bias

from the analysis each trial data was limited to the period between the start of

the trial and the first time the search target object was fixated. This dataset

was then used to answer three research questions:

• Do human subjects learn the spatial layout of the environment?
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Figure 5.3: An example frame from the automatic analysis software. The
frame recorded during the experiment could be blended with the reconstructed
scene using the slider on the right. The red square is the reconstructed fixation
point, while the white cross it overlays is the actual fixation point recorded
in the video. The number at the end of each line (e.g. 6164) is the number
of pixels present on screen. For fixated objects this is the number of pixels
inside the fixation point (red box) as well as the percentage of the total area
(in this case 100%). The red and white ball under the red square, represents
the tracked LED on the finger of the subject.

• How does experience affect the speed with which a target object is lo-

cated once it comes on screen?

• Does the number of fixation on non-target /task irrelevant objects prior
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to when those objects became a target for the first time, improve later

search to those objects?

Each of these questions will be discussed in the next three subsections.

-

Trial
Start

Target
On Screen

Target
Fixated

Trial
End

Figure 5.4: The trial starts when a new target description appears on the
screen. The subject then locates the room where the target object resides.
Moves the head such that the target appears in the field of view and fixates it.
The trial ends when the object is touched after which a new target description
is displayed.

5.1.1 Behavioral evidence that humans learn a spatial model of
their environment

For this analysis only the trials where the target object was one of the

frequent four - bed stand, coffee maker, wall planter, and tea kettle - was

used. The trials were then grouped by the number of times that object was

the target prior to that trial. For example, the first time the coffee maker was

searched for was grouped with the first time the tea kettle was searched for

and called search episode 1.

If people are generating some spatial model of the environment then

it should result in improvement of the path the subjects take to the target

objects. For each trial this path can be measured as

Ptr =
N∑
i=1

‖p(i)− p(i− 1)‖ (5.1)
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where N is the number of frames in that trial and p(i) is the head position at

frame i. This value can then be compared to the shortest path for that trial,

Str = ‖l − p(1)‖ (5.2)

where l is the location of the object. Notice that this measure does not account

for walls and other obstacles. Figure 5.5 plots the mean Str/Ptr for each

search episode. The standard errors are calculated between the means of each

subject, and show the inter-subject variance. As can be seen the mean path

length improved by 38%, decreasing to a little less than twice the length of

the shortest path. The orange line in the plot is the same analysis except the

wall planter was removed, leaving only the frequent 3 objects. This was done

because the wall planter was located above the normal field of view of the

helmet and, therefore appeared less frequently than the other three objects

(see Appendix A and Table A.5). Removing this object resulted in a near

linear improvement in path length. For both conditions their performance on

the second day showed no more improvement. These results provide evidence

for the existence of internal spatial models that are used by human subjects

to efficiently plan their path.

5.1.2 Subject’s speed at fixating a target object once that object
is on screen

Next we test whether the internal model is specific enough to reflect

the location of objects. The path analysis is insufficient for answering this

question as it does not account for the time the subject stood still, scanning
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Figure 5.5: Active learning (from start of trial to object fixation) behavior
in the virtual reality environment. The shortest distance (ignoring virtual
obstacles) is compared to the actual path taken by the subject. The blue line
demonstrates the mean improvement for all frequent four objects, while the
orange line is the mean of the frequent objects excluding the wall planter.

the environment and searching for the target with their eyes. Therefore, to ex-

amine the quality of memory and whether human subjects use it, the number

of fixations were counted between the time the target object came on screen

and the time the fixation lands on that object. Figure 5.6 shows that by search

episode 3 the number of task-irrelevant fixations has dramatically decreased

from about 25 fixations to only 7. The plot for the second day shows no signif-

icant improvement over the first day. These results strengthen the hypothesis

that the internal model used by human subjects contains information about

specific objects.
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Figure 5.6: The number of fixations between when the target appeared on
screen to the time the target object was fixated. The error bars represent inter-
subject variance. As can be seen by search episode 3 all subjects have vastly
improved their performance at locating the object and are fairly consistent.

5.1.3 Effect of task irrelevant fixation on future searches

Võ and Wolfe [68] have shown that just because an object was looked

at does not mean that its qualities are remembered. To test if this result

holds outside their 2-D static image experiment, we compared the number

of fixations made to an object prior to it being the target of search to the

number of fixations made while finding it the first time it came up as a search

target. For this analysis the entire dataset was used for all objects and the

lack of relationship between these values as shown in Figure 5.7) confirm that

incidental fixations do not provide any advantage for finding objects when

they become a target for the first time. Thus learning the location of objects
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Figure 5.7: Passive learning behavior in the virtual reality environment. A
fixation is considered incidental if it was made to a non-target object before
that object was the search target. The number of these incidental fixations is
then compared against the number of fixations made while searching for the
object.

appears to depend on the active task.

5.1.4 What did subjects learn?

Revealing the true nature of the internal models created by human

subjects is a difficult task. To gain further insight the participants were asked

to fill out a questionnaire after the last session on the third day. All six subjects

learned the spatial layout of the environment very well. This is demonstrated

in their accurate sketch of the top-down view of the apartment, a view they

had never encountered (see Figure 5.8 for a representative example). Since

locating objects was the primary task of the experiment, it is perhaps not
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surprising that subjects learned this information.

(a) Subject’s drawing of the apartment after spend-
ing approximately 50 minutes in the VR apartment
over three days (zoom in for greater detail).

(b) Top down view of the ac-
tual VR apartment

Figure 5.8: (a) At the end of the 3rd session human subjects were asked to
draw the VR apartment. (b) Despite never actually seeing a top-down view
of the apartment the subjects were able to reconstruct an accurate map of the
virtual environment.

To provide support for the change detection models presented previ-

ously, however, it is important to ascertain how much task-irrelevant informa-

tion is retained. The questionnaire asked each subject to write down the color

for eight objects they encountered in the apartment. Four of the eight objects

where the ones that appeared most frequently: bed stand, coffee maker, kettle

on dining room table and wall planter. The subjects were able to recall some of

the color features (Figure 5.9), although the variability between subjects was

significant. Nonetheless, this suggests that at least for some of the subjects
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color is an important feature.

(a) Color recall for 8 objects (b) Color recall for 4 objects that were the
most frequent targets of search

Figure 5.9: The post experiment questionnaire asked subjects to write down
the colors they remembered for eight of the objects. Four of these objects
were the ones that appeared most often. (a) The ability of human subjects to
verbally recall the colors of all 8 different objects in the environment. (b) The
ability to recall the color of the four objects that were most frequently seen.
On day 3 the color of the four most seen objects were changed. Subjects 1,
2 and 3 verbally stated that they noticed a change, while subjects 4, 5 and 6
did not.

5.1.5 Testing for Change Detection

Given that the subject’s internal model of the virtual apartment con-

tains color information, their ability to detect chromatic changes can be tested.

As a follow-up the subjects were asked to come in on the third day and prior

to filling out their questionnaire they were asked to traverse the environment

one last time. In this final session each subject was asked to touch the four

test objects once. After the 25th trial the color of the Tea Kettle on the din-
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ing room table was changed. On the 27th trial the coffee maker changed in

color, this was followed by the wall planter changing on trial 32 and finally

by the bed stand changing on trial 34. The changes themselves are shown

in Figure 5.10. Three of the six subjects indicated in the questionnaire that

they noticed that something changed in the environment (subjects 1,2, and 3

in Figure 5.9). All three subjects only noticed that the coffee maker and the

kettle changed in color, with two of the subject also indicating two different

false positive detections.

Bedstand Coffee Maker Kettle Wall Planter

Pre-Change

Post-Change

Figure 5.10: The four color changes introduced on the third day.

Generally, written answers are unreliable. Even though changes are

sometimes not consciously noticed, the visual system might nonetheless pro-

vide evidence that the change was detected at some level. For example, subject

1 did not indicate that he detected the bed stand changing color. However,

when asked what color the bed stand was, they wrote down the new color.

Furthermore as Figure 5.9(b) indicates, subject 5 appeared to have a very
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good color model of the apartment, yet not only did he not consciously detect

changes, he wrote down that each of the four objects were the color they were

prior to change. In order to determine if there is stronger evidence that at

least on the subconscious level the changes were detected, we must examine

the fixation patterns.

After the change the subjects were asked to touch objects near the

changed object (e.g. lamp on the bed stand). In order to test whether changes

affected human behavior, we calculated the probability of fixating each of the

four objects when that object was not the target of a search, but was on screen.

A value of 0 means that even though the object was on screen it was never

fixated, while a value of 1 implies that it was fixated at least once during the

period when the object was on screen. Figure 5.11 summarizes these fixation

probabilities.

With the exception of the wall planter, it can be seen that the prob-

abilities of fixating each of the remaining three objects on the third day is

greater than on the second. As stated before and shown in Table A.5 the wall

planter did not appear enough to be a good test object for this experiment.

Furthermore, due to the constrained field of view the wall planter rarely ap-

peared on screen even when the subject was asked to touch an object near it

(see Appendix A and Figure A.3).

The plot in Figure 5.11 provides support for the hypothesis that fa-

miliarity facilitates detection of changes, however, it is also possible that the

knowledge of an upcoming ”test” effected subject’s behavior. To eliminate
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Figure 5.11: The probability of a human subject fixating an object that is not
a target of a search, given that it’s present in the field of view. Corresponding
to the results of the previous section the average probability decreases with
each day, however there is an increase on the third day. This change suggests
an important change in how the human subject perceived the environment.

this possibility we compared the first 25 trials on the third day with the set of

trials after each object was changed (e.g. trials after the 27th trial were used

for the coffee maker). Figure 5.12 shows the results of this analysis.

It can be seen that the probabilities of fixating an object in the pre-

change trials are very similar (if not less) to those of the second day trials. After

the change, however, the probability of fixating each of the three objects shows

a substantial increase. As before the wall planter turned out to be a bad test

object as it was rarely on screen when it was not the target of search. The final

alternative explanation for these results is that the change in color increased

the saliency, or interest, value of these objects. Applying a particular saliency

model to select images from these experiments did not support this explanation
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Figure 5.12: The probability of a human subject fixating an object that is
not a target of a search, given that it’s present in the field of view. ”D 2”
corresponds to the second day of trials. ”Pre” is the average for the first trial
through trial 24. The ”Post” condition is the average for trials after the change
(for that object) until the end of the experiment.

(see Appendix B). Therefore it is more likely that having familiarity with the

environment increases human sensitivity to changes.

5.1.6 Comparing the results with the computational model

To compare the computational model evaluated in Section 4.1 to the

results of human experiments, data from human subjects was used to train

the GNG using color histograms. Specifically, the training set consisted of

subject 4’s location data, collected on the second session. Subject 4 was chosen

arbitrarily, while the second session was chosen because the behavior during

the first session was more variable. The KL distance between the expected

input and the changed scene was then used to evaluate how detectable a change
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was. This KL distance was based on how much time the subject spent in that

part of the environment and the change in the color distributions caused by

the change in object’s appearance.

Figure 5.13 shows that the coffee maker is the most detectable object.

The coffee maker received a lot of viewing time, because it was one of the

hardest objects to touch (due to motion capture track losses). The kettle

was the next most detectable object, with wall planter and bed stand being

least detectable. This corresponds to the questionnaire responses. Only one

subject detected all four of the changes. The other two subjects only noticed

that the coffeemaker and the kettle changed. The correlation between the

model’s performance and subject’s behavior provides initial evidence that the

computational model can be used as a predictive model for human behavior.

5.2 Attentional Capture of Cars Changing Lane

In this experiment the 6 subjects wore a WorldViz nVisor SX111 HMD,

which employs binocular displays of 1280x1024 pixel resolution and has a

102◦x64◦ degrees of visual field of view. The helmet weighs 1.3 Kg and is

balanced such that wearing it for extended periods of time (20 minutes or

more) without discomfort as well as allowing for abrupt head movements.

The eye tracking was done using the Arrington eye tracking system, which

captures the fixation point of the left eye at 60 Hz. Head tracking was done

using the HiBall-3000 motion tracker, which provides 6 degrees of freedom

motion tracking at 2000 Hz.
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Figure 5.13: The Growing Neural Gas with color histograms model was trained
on the visual data experienced by one of the subjects (day 2). Then the
model was used to retrieve expected histograms on day 3 visual data after the
objects were changed. The plot shows the KL distance between the actual
input histogram and the expected histogram. Higher values indicate greater
detectability.

For this experiment the subject was seated on a hydraulic platform.

The hydraulic platform provides a realistic sensation of acceleration that is

coupled with driver’s steering commands. A low frequency sub-woofer located

at the rear of the platform provided auditory cues appropriate for the current

state of the engine. The sound masks inappropriate vestibular signals, which

minimizes motion sickness and improves immersion in the environment. This

setup and an example scene seen in the helmet is shown in Figure 5.14.

Participants drove along a predetermined route in the Virtual Iowa

City designed by National Advanced Driving Simulator at the University of

Iowa. This route also contained oncoming traffic. The experiment consisted
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of ten blocks, with each block lasting for approximately three minutes. In

individual blocks, three of the 30 cars changed lanes, moving to an adjacent

lane and getting closer to the participant, but still staying on their side of

the road. The cars were randomly chosen to change lanes at different speeds.

The cars chosen to be part of the ”slow” condition changed lanes at 4 m/s,

while the ones in the ”fast” condition performed the maneuver at 14 m/s. The

hypothesis was that the ”fast” cars would cause greater deviation from regular

optic flow, thereby capturing attention more often than the ”slow” cars.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.14: Car Platform and Example View. a) The driving platform. b) An
example view that was seen inside the helmet. The white cross shows where
the driver was looking, when this image was generated. In this case the target
of the fixation is the red car.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.15: (a) More fixations went to fast lane changes than slow. (b)
Subjects adapted to the stimulus as signified by the negative slope of the blue
line. The control (green line) was calculated by determining if the car right
before the one changing lanes was fixated or not.

Each trial was then analyzed for whether the subject looked at each of

the three cars that changed lanes within a block. A probability of fixation was

calculated per event type (”fast” or ”slow”). The control data was calculated

based on the probability of fixating the car before the one changing lanes.

The results are summarized in Figure 5.15. The figure shows two important

qualities. First, faster merging vehicles have a higher probability of attracting

gaze than the ones who merged slower. This supports the idea that larger

optical flow deviations have a higher probability of attracting gaze.

Second, the probability of fixation went down with time, revealing an

adaptation mechanism. This suggests that the simple approach described in

Section 4.2.1 is not sufficient, giving more weight to the Matching Pursuit
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addition. In fact any pure bottom up image saliency method is not capable of

modeling this effect. The large standard error in the experimental as well as

control groups encourage the inclusion of more subjects in future experiments.

The experiments in this chapter explored the conditions under which

change detection is made possible. Repeated interactions within environments

caused the test subjects to build internal models, as seen from their loca-

tion and eye data. These models enabled them to detect color and optic flow

changes in these familiar environments. Furthermore, the optic flow experi-

ment provided evidence for human ability to adapt these internal models to

changing conditions. Thus this work provides support for the computational

models developed in this thesis.
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Chapter 6

Applications

The availability of commodity mobile hardware that includes a GPS

makes it simple to apply these ideas to real world problems. As a first proof

of this statement we created an application in MathWorks Matlab 64bit en-

vironment. The interface is shown in figure 6.1. The PS3Eye camera, with

a resolution of 640x480 pixels, used the 32bit drivers from Code Laboratories

(http://codelaboratories.com/) and had to employ inter process communi-

cation (via shared memory) to send the images to the Matlab process. Once

the image is captured, it is processed (Input Histogram) and compared with

the previously stored color histogram (Expected Histogram). A change map

(Change Map) was calculated based on Equation 3.2. The pixels were col-

ored green (Processed Image) using Algorithm 1. The Symmetric KL distance

shows that when the new object was introduced (computer cable) the distance

between the input histogram and the expected histogram increased.

Currently localization is not implemented. Instead memory units can

be added manually using the control panel on the right. At each instance the

best matching template is chosen and is used as the Expected Histogram.

This code runs at about 3.6 frames a second on a computer equipped
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Figure 6.1: Matlab interface for color histogram based change detection. The
Change Map and the Symmetric KLD is calculated as a distance between the
Input Histogram and the Expected Histogram. The changed pixels are then
colored green and displayed in the Processed Image.

with an Intel 2.66 GHz (i7-920) processor and 24 GB of memory. Table 6.1

shows that most of the time was spent displaying the 3D histograms. In fact

the core of the algorithm (computing the histogram, obtaining the change map

and localizing the changes) only took 122.05 ms (8.2 frames per second).

To demonstrate that this is reasonable for a mobile devices an Android

application was developed using OpenCV for Android extension ( http://

opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/Android). The graphical user interface and

its description is shown in Figure 6.2. The program options allows the user
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Table 6.1: Performance Statistics based on 411 samples

Function Time(ms)

Time per frame: 279.18
C image to Matlab 2.16

Get Histogram 19.46
Blur 2.11
Hist 16.18
Log 0.04

Other 1.13
Display Current Histogram 122.77

Update Error Graph 28.30
Change Map 35.50
Localization 67.09

Display Change Map 1.53
Display Processed Image 0.51

Other 1.86

to set many different options, which are summarized in Table 6.2. The ability

to stop the Android camera from executing the automatic white balance and

auto exposure routines from executing was introduced in Android 4.0. This is

an important improvement as these functions can introduce variance into the

input histogram and, therefore, greatly reduce change detection performance.

It was also found that the χ2 test performed slightly better than Symmetric KL

distance as an error metric, because it can handle when one of the histogram

bins is 0. This is significant since histograms tend to be sparse.

To test the performance of this application. It was executed on two

Android devices. The first one was an Android tablet ASUS Eee Pad Trans-

former equipped with NVIDIA dual-core Tegra 2 1.0 GHz processor, 1 GB of
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Figure 6.2: Description of interface elements. The template that is closest (1)
to the observed histogram (9) is chosen for background subtraction (4). It is
then compared to the observed histogram (9) using the χ2 test (8). As can be
seen in (8) the cyan pen was introduced around frame 260. The change map
is computed Equation 3.2 and back-projecting the resulting values back into
image space (11). The white pixels correspond to large deviations. Algorithm 1
are then used to find bounding boxes for the changes.

memory and was running Android 3.2 operating system. The camera captured

images at a resolution at 1280x960 pixels.

The second device was a Samsung Galaxy Nexus phone equipped with

a dual-core 1.2 GHz processor, 1 GB of memory and running Android 4.0.2

operating system. The incoming images had the resolution of 720x576 pixels.
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Table 6.2: Android application settings

Setting Name Description

The learning parameter that updates

Learning Rate the values of the Expected Histograms

towards the Input Histogram

Detection Threshold The minimum difference between bins

to treat as change

Exposure Compensation How much brighter to make the

camera image

Lock Exposure Prevent auto-exposure routine

from executing

Lock White Balance Prevent auto-white-balance routine

from executing

Min pixel area to consider The min number of

contiguous pixels to consider as change.

The method of alerting the user to

Type of contours a change: Color the pixels with a new

or draw a Bounding Box around them.

Number of Red, The number of bins

Green, Blue bins to use for the color histogram.

Blur Factor The amount to blur the image before

calculating the color histogram.

Log Histogram Whether the bins are logged or not.

Normalize Histogram Whether all the sum of all bins in the

histogram should be 1 or not.

The type of distance metric to use

Distance Metric when calculating the distance between

histograms: Symmetric KLD or χ2.
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Much of the core code is written as C shared library, which is called from Java

using Java Native Interface (JNI).

The Android phone processes frames at approximately 2 Hz. The

breakdown of the per-frame execution time is given in Table 6.3. Surpris-

ingly almost 55% of the execution time is spent in the OpenCV image blur

function. Displaying the histogram is the third most time consuming task.

This is due to multiple JNI calls, which is a time consuming operation and

also because each element in the histogram has to be accessed. When these

two calls are optimized the execution time to process a frame should be closer

to 206.69 ms. Further performance improvements will appear as the libraries

improve and more work is shifted to the graphics processor.

Table 6.3: Performance Statistics based on 753 samples

Function Time(ms)

Time per frame: 586.83
Android Bitmap to OpenCV Mat 46.79

Get Histogram 343.76
Blur 312.91
Hist 19.01
Log 0.12

Other 11.72
Display Current Histogram 67.23

Update Error Graph 10.07
Change Map/Localization 90.34

Change Map to Android Bitmap 3.25
Change Map to Screen 12.59

Processed Image to Screen 6.65
Other 6.14
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Examples of the Change Detection app running on the two devices are

shown in Figure 6.3. Both devices demonstrated the ability to detect and

localize changes and to find small objects. The bright pixels on the change

detection map correctly identified the new objects. The error graph in Fig-

ure 6.3b shows the best example of how the error metric can be used to detect

changes.
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(a) ASUS Eee Pad Transformer (TF101)

(b) Samsung Galaxy Nexus Phone

Figure 6.3: Example of the Android application detecting the presence of a
new object and outlining it with an orange rectangle (pointed to by the big red
arrow in (a)). (b) the same application executed on a phone running Android
4.0.2 (Ice Cream Sandwich). The pen being detected was first added in frame
260, removed on frame 280, and then placed on the file cabinet on frame 290.
The error graph recorded these events. The orange square in the lower middle
of the image is the localization result, which correctly detected the placement
of the cyan pen.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

The approach presented in this thesis lays the groundwork for real-time

novelty detection systems that use mobile cameras. The foundation is scalable

and robust and provides a number of venues for future research. The first

section in this chapter will discuss future directions for improving the method-

ology. Section 7.2 will describe ongoing efforts for obtaining greater insight

into human behavior when they are faced with novel stimuli in an environ-

ment. Finally, Section 7.3 will talk about how to modify the current mobile

implementation of the change detection algorithm to improve its performance.

7.1 Methodology

This work has demonstrated that a GNG network using color his-

tograms can detect and localize changes despite differing viewpoints. This

performance is improved when combined with spatial data. However, a num-

ber of interesting issues remain. To begin with, the model can be improved by

not treating each color bin independently. For example, in the presence of a

large amount of the color green, a previously unseen shade of green should not

be as surprising as the appearance of never before seen color. It also became
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apparent during experimentation that histograms tend to be sparse. Since

there are many core colors associated with an environment (e.g. color of the

walls), it might be more appropriate to use dynamic bin resolution for color

histograms in order to improve change detection performance. For example,

larger bins with larger counts can be broken into multiple bins, while mostly

empty bins can be merged.

While we had success using GNG algorithm, a more modern variant

of self-organizing maps, such as the Enhanced Self-Organizing Incremental

Neural Network (ESOINN) [15], could remove the need for the current imple-

mentation to train on the bounded cache every few iterations. In ESOINN

achieves this by also keeping track of how many times the unit won and mod-

ifying the area of influence and the amount of movement a memory unit is

allowed based on this metric. The memory units favor actual data points

rather than an area average which could lack important details required by

the change detection algorithm. The model could also be extended to build a

decision policy for when to alert the user to a detected change. In the current

implementation static thresholds are evaluated, but an adaptive policy could

be implemented instead. This policy should be dependent on the amount of

time spent in the different portions of the environment as this is related to the

quality of memorized features.

The RatSLAM algorithm can be modified to work in tandem with this

model. In the simulations, spatial data was provided by a tracking system, like

a GPS system would in some autonomous devices, but in principle a SLAM
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system could provide this information. One simple modification is to allow

RatSLAM to converge to a map of an environment before estimating the joint

probability. This joint probability could then be used to add a delete operator

to RatSLAMs visual library, since there is currently no way to detect invalid

or obsolete visual templates. Furthermore, in the case of positional uncer-

tainty (e.g. malfunctioning optical flow sensor), this joint probability could be

queried for possible locations based on the currently observed histogram.

It was also demonstrated that color histograms work quite well as a

feature. However, it is important to note that some elements of this approach

are feature agnostic. The algorithm will work with any feature set that is

tolerant to small view variances. Some of the previous work has shown that

features such as SIFT [36], SURF and ColorSURF can also be used to detect

changes. This is a direction that should be pursued in the future. The low

computational and storage costs of the presented system allows for each feature

channel to be treated independently. This is important as the distribution of

each feature dimension may differ greatly from one another. For example,

color distribution and edge orientations are independent.

The optic flow and Matching Pursuit work should be combined with

GNG to learn a mapping between location and the expected optic flow. This

is an interesting project, because some expectations might not be location

specific. For example, cars may pass on the left at any time when driving in

the center lane. Alternatively, some may be very specific to certain situation.

This is the case when the car is turning left and produces an optic flow that is
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distinct from that in which the car is moving forward. To test this combination

a larger dataset is needed, perhaps weeks of driving to and from some location.

Finally, there could be an improvement in the method for calculating

log-polar representation, which currently maps optic flow vectors from Carte-

sian space to log-polar coordinate system. To emulate the way a human eye

works, the central region needs to have a higher pixel resolution than the

periphery, prior to the transformation. By using a single resolution the trans-

formation produced a central region that had a few pixels smeared over a large

area (at small radius values). This made those areas unusable. Furthermore,

as Salgain and Ballard [53] have shown some tasks such as car following are

simpler when done directly in log-polar coordinates. By using the two reso-

lution approach not only can the change detection performance be improved,

but optic flow can be calculated directly in the log-polar coordinate system as

well.

7.2 Human Experiments

The results presented here are based on a small sample of human sub-

jects (N=6). For stronger results the sample needs to be increased. We plan

on running 24 new subjects in the driving experiment presented in Section 5.2.

Minor changes are also planned for the experiment. Instead of giving the sub-

ject a range of speeds they could drive at (30-35 mph), the speed will be limited

to 30 mph. A practice session will be used to get them accustomed to driving

at that speed. This should reduce the amount of time they spend looking at
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the speedometer, potentially missing the test conditions and also ensure that

the trials happen at the same places for all subjects. The results will also be

analyzed by the semi-automated analysis program shown in Figure 5.3, which

will provide greater insights.

The major lesson learned from the virtual apartment experiment (Sec-

tion 5.1), is that running experiments over multiple days for a single subject

greatly limits the number of subjects that can be used. Since it is also appar-

ent that people learn spatial layouts fairly quickly, the new experiment should

be performed during a single day, perhaps a maximum of two hours. Not

only will this result in a larger sample pool, but will also allow us to design

an experiment that tests for human sensitivity to color changes. To limit the

variability in the data, greater constraints should be placed on how a partici-

pants navigates the environment. For example, currently each room contains

two doors, providing multiple paths into each room. This makes it difficult

to predict what the test subject will perceive after a change is made. Once

new data is collected, the predictive power of the computational model can be

thoroughly evaluated.

Finally, the color distribution in the virtual apartment do not corre-

spond to real-world color distributions. Some work should be done in measur-

ing the normal variation in color space of natural environments and recreated

in the virtual world.
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7.3 Applications

Ideally the Android and Matlab implementations would process im-

ages at about 20 Hz. The results in Section 6 suggest that more work needs to

be done in the way localization is done. Specifically, the current method for

determining large contiguous pixel areas takes to long. The current implemen-

tation uses a modified for Android version of a library written by Cristóbal

Liñán [34]. This implementation uses the C rather than the C++ OpenCV

bindings, which could effect performance. There are a number of alternatives

that could be used instead (see http://code.google.com/p/cvblob/), includ-

ing a native FindCountours function in OpenCV and a one-pass algorithm

written specifically for Android devices. It is also important to note, that the

current generation of mobile devices often contain two processor cores, while

the next generation promises quad-core or five-core processor architectures.

Parallelizing some of these computations (e.g. determining the winning node)

should provide further performance increases.

The current implementation does not use the GPS sensor. Modifying

the program to access this sensor is trivial and therefore the program should be

extended to use GNG. This feature would be limited to outdoor environments.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The ability to detect changes and react to them is very important for

autonomous agents. This is useful for many different applications spanning

from manufacturing to medical. However, implementing such an algorithm

that works on mobile cameras is difficult. Researchers have recently started to

turn their attention to this problem. The approach presented in this thesis is

an online, general purpose and computationally efficient method for learning

spatial and visual representations, in order to solve change detection tasks

using mobile cameras in 3D environments.

This was achieved by using two feature representations that were tol-

erant to small view changes: optic flow and color histograms. These represen-

tations allowed for a compact summary of specific regions of space. Matching

Pursuit was used to compress optic flow summaries into an even more compact

representations. Growing Neural Gas was used to learn the joint probability

between the distribution of color histograms and the locations from which

they were observed. Novelties in a new image were then detected based on the

model’s ability to reconstruct that image.

The robustness of this model was demonstrated by applying the model
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to data recorded in virtual environments and the real world. The practical-

ity of this approach was demonstrated through an Android implementation

running on commodity hardware. The presented human experiments support

this attentional mechanism. A mechanism that can be used to increase auton-

omy of human operated devices such as UAVs, which can alert the operator

only when a new situation arises. This model provides a fundamental building

block for truly autonomous systems.
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Appendix A

The Number of Frames an Object was Seen

and The Location of Objects Within View

The results of the virtual apartment experiments described in Sec-

tion 5.1 are dependent on how the four objects which appeared most frequently

- bed stand, coffee maker, wall planter, and kettle - appeared in the visual field.

The tables and figures presented in this section provide some context for those

findings. Section A.1 provides some statistics on how many frames contained

the objects, while Section A.3 examines where in the visual field the objects

appeared when they were not the target of a search. This avoided contaminat-

ing the results due to the fact that when the object was the target of search,

the subject centered it in the field of view.

A.1 Number of frames an object was on screen

Familiarity with objects is highly dependent on how many times they

were seen when they were not targets of search. The tables that follow summa-

rize each subject’s experience with the different objects. For example, the bed

stand (Table A.1), the coffee maker (Table A.2) , and the kettle (Table A.3)

spend almost the same number of frames on screen, with the coffee maker
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appearing on screen slightly more than others. The wall planter (Table A.4,

on the other hand, spent less time on screen than all other objects, especially

on the last day. This was partly due to the limited field of view and the fact

that people spent much of the time looking downward, while the wall planter

was mounted higher in the environment. This will become more apparent in

the next section, but already hints at the reason for why the results for the

wall planter in Figure 5.12 do not follow the pattern for other objects.

Table A.1: The Number of Frames the Bed Stand was on Screen

Subj Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

1 6,310 9,601 3,216
2 5,437 7,189 2,840
3 6,670 9,041 2,685
4 5,382 6,465 3,661
5 5,838 7,898 3,675
6 8,225 7,022 2,182

Table A.2: The Number of Frames the Coffee Maker was on Screen

Subj Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

1 4,934 8,890 4,976
2 5,765 12,444 7,306
3 5,002 14,646 6,222
4 3,169 5,817 2,214
5 6,913 8,072 4,392
6 6,555 6,951 3,605
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Table A.3: The Number of Frames the Kettle on Table was on Screen

Subj Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

1 4,500 3,880 3,506
2 5,736 3,711 3,821
3 5,003 5,397 4,154
4 3,883 3,974 2,853
5 4,911 3,824 5,160
6 6,796 5,914 2,745

Table A.4: The Number of Frames the Wall Planter with Flowers was on
Screen

Subj Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

1 1,219 2,236 941
2 2,127 2,744 1,210
3 1,569 2,036 943
4 1,073 1,184 185
5 2,505 1,008 1,412
6 943 1,003 235

A.2 Number of times an object appeared in view

The change detection results of Section 5.1.5 are calculated based on

the probability of fixating the most frequent four objects when they are in view

but are not the target of fixations. The ”on screen” counter (Vis. columns in

Table A.5) was incremented once when the object appeared on screen and was

not incremented again until the object left the field of view. The ”fixated”

counter was incremented by one if during that time the subject fixated the

object at least once. As in the previous section Table A.5 shows that the

wall planter was less likely to appear on screen than any other object, and
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that when it did appear it had a smaller probability of being fixated. The

table also shows that even though there is some variability in the number of

frames an object spent on screen, the number of times it was encountered is

less varied.

Table A.5: The number of times an object was visible (Vis.) for one or more
frames versus the times it was a target of a fixation during that period.

Day 1 Day 2 Day3

Item Vis. Fixated Vis. Fixated Vis. Fixated
Bed Stand 333 93 372 98 173 59

Coffee Maker 283 51 330 53 171 40
Wall Planter 148 20 153 26 107 7

Tall Kettle 310 64 311 40 207 41
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A.3 Object Locations within the Field of View

The raw numbers presented in the previous sections do not capture

where on screen the object appeared. This is an important issue to consider,

since an object is counted as being on screen even if a single pixel is visible. The

figures in these subsections provide a way to compare how subjects encountered

different objects in the environment.

A.3.1 Object Location Variability

The four figures that follow show where in the field of view the objects

appeared for different subjects. The maps were normalized by the maximum

pixel value for that particular image. Therefore, the brightness of the pixels in

the figures indicate the probability of that object occupying that pixel for that

day and that particular subject. Figures A.1, A.2, A.3, and A.4 show that the

location of the object between subjects did not vary very much. However, the

third day in Figure A.3, provides an explanation for why the wall planter data

plotted in Figure 5.11 indicated less probability of fixating the wall planter

on the third day. The figure shows that when that object was on screen it

appeared at the top of the screen. The problem is compounded by the fact

that the object was smaller at the bottom than at the top occupying less

screen space per frame than any other object. Additional analysis is required

to determine if screen location affects change detection performance.
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Figure A.1: The probability of the Bed Stand appearing at any pixel given
that it is on screen. A black pixel indicates that the object never appeared at
that location, while white means the object always occupied that pixel.
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Figure A.2: The probability of the Coffee Maker appearing at any pixel given
that it is on screen. A black pixel indicates that the object never appeared at
that location, while white means the object always occupied that pixel.
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Figure A.3: The probability of the Wall Planter appearing at any pixel given
that it is on screen. A black pixel indicates that the object never appeared at
that location, while white means the object always occupied that pixel.
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Figure A.4: The probability of the Kettle appearing at any pixel given that it
is on screen. A black pixel indicates that the object never appeared at that
location, while white means the object always occupied that pixel.
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A.3.2 Probability of an Object Appearing at a Pixel Location Con-
ditioned on the Subject

The four Figures A.5, A.6, A.7 and A.8 are similar to the ones already

presented, with the exception that each probability map is not treated in-

dependently, the map is normalized by the maximum pixel value across all

subjects for a particular day. This demonstrates the variability between sub-

jects in how often the object occupied a particular location on the screen and

how the numbers of Table A.5 are distributed across subjects. Figure A.7

suggests that this variability on the third day does not explain human ability

to detect changes, since subject 1 was the only subject to correctly detect that

the wall planter changed color.
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Figure A.5: The probability of the Bed Stand appearing at any pixel given
that it is on screen. A black pixel indicates that the object never appeared at
that location, while white means the object always occupied that pixel. The
value of each pixel was divided by the maximum pixel value of the column.
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Figure A.6: The probability of the Coffee Maker appearing at any pixel given
that it is on screen. A black pixel indicates that the object never appeared at
that location, while white means the object always occupied that pixel. The
value of each pixel was divided by the maximum pixel value of the column.
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Figure A.7: The probability of the Wall Planter appearing at any pixel given
that it is on screen. A black pixel indicates that the object never appeared at
that location, while white means the object always occupied that pixel. The
value of each pixel was divided by the maximum pixel value of the column.
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Figure A.8: The probability of the Kettle appearing at any pixel given that it
is on screen. A black pixel indicates that the object never appeared at that
location, while white means the object always occupied that pixel. The value
of each pixel was divided by the maximum pixel value of the column.
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Appendix B

Saliency Model

There are two possible explanations for why people look at specific re-

gions in an image. If it is due to top-down processes then their behavior is

a reaction to some internal processing that requires particular piece of infor-

mation. On the other hand it could be a bottom-up process, where fixation

patterns are guided by image features. It is quite possible that when changes

were made in the apartment experiment (see Section 5.1) the image features

were changed in such a way as to increase the saliency of the changed objects.

This could be an alternative explanation for why the probability of fixating

these objects increased (see Figure 5.11).

Itti and Koch [26] proposed a biologically inspired method for calcu-

lating saliency maps. Their model uses color saturation, intensity and edge

information to determine the saliency value of each pixel. Spatial contrast

is also used to reduce the value of homogeneous information (e.g. a field of

corn). The different saliency maps are linearly combined to produce a normal-

ized map of pixel values. This model is appropriate for determining whether

bottom-up process can explain the observed human behavior as it has been

shown that this saliency model can predict human eye movement patterns [25].
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The code was downloaded from http://ilab.usc.edu/toolkit/downloads-

virtualbox.shtml and used as is to produce saliency maps for the same visual

scene where the only difference was the same change in color used in the virtual

apartment experiments. The scene and the corresponding saliency maps are

shown in Figure B.1. A rectangle was drawn around the object of interest

(red rectangle in the figure) and the corresponding pixels (values ranging from

0-255) in the saliency map were summed. Table B.1 summarizes the results.

Table B.1: Total saliency values for objects before and after the changes were
made to the object.

Bed Stand Coffee Maker Kettle Wall Planter

Pre Change 52619 455249 195919 354687
Post Change 9538 470033 0 625768

The object with the biggest saliency increase post change was the wall

planter. However, our experimental results did not show an increased prob-

ability of fixating this object. This was due to the fact that this object was

rarely seen after the change. The saliency of the coffee maker did not change

significantly, and in both cases the saliency model made a strong prediction

that this object should be fixated. The experimental results did not suggest

that human subjects preferred to fixate this object more than other objects.

Finally, the Kettle and the bed stand actually decreased in saliency, with bed

stand not being salient at all. This decrease is most likely caused by the de-

crease in contrast of the object after the change was made. In this case the

experimental results are opposite of what is predicted by the saliency model.
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(a) Coffee Maker Pre Change

(b) Coffee Maker Post Change
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(c) Bed Stand Pre Change

(d) Bed Stand Post Change
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(e) Tea Kettle Pre Change

(f) Tea Kettle Post Change
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(g) Wall Planter Pre Change

(h) Wall Planter Post Change

Figure B.1: Saliency maps for each of the 4 objects before and after the color
was changed. The left image is the original image, while the right image is the
saliency map. Pixel brightness indicates the relative value of a pixel. As can
be seen changing object color does not change the saliency map significantly.
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These results provide evidence that a pure bottom-up saliency model

cannot explain the increase in fixation probabilities found during our experi-

ments. However, to completely discount the effects of saliency, we would need

to apply this saliency model to the entire video and measure the saliency of

the object of interest whenever it is on screen. This remains part of future

work.
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